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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING - May 5, 1993 
Presiding Officer: Barney Erickson 
Sue Tirotta Recording Secretary: 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Senators: A 11 Senators or their Alternates were present except Bagamery, Hansen, 
Killorn, Perkins, Relan, Stein, Taylor and Wirth. 
Visitors: Peggy Steward, Nancy Howard, Carolyn Wells, Anne Denman, Patricia Maguire, 
David Anderson, David Dingess, Libby Street, Jim Eubanks, Ken Gamon and Dale 
Comstock. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
-Report #9 on Assessment and Program Evaluation has been moved to the May 19, 1993, Faculty
Senate meeting.
-On page #12 of the agenda, Curriculum Conmittee, change "Fashion Merchandising Major" to
"Fashion Merchandising Minor."
-Move report #18 - Personnel Conmittee to directly after report #14 - CFR.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
*MOTION NO. 2903 Beverly Heckart moved and Jim Ponzetti seconded a motion to approve the 
minutes of the April 7, 1993, Faculty Senate meeting as distributed. Motion passed. 
CONNUNICATIONS 
REPORTS 
-4/1/93 letter from Owen Pratz, Psychology, regarding Class Attendance policy: referred to
Academic Affairs Colflllittee. 
-4/14/93 memo from Dolores Osborn, Academic Affairs Conmittee, regarding Semester vs. Quarter
Calendar: see Academic Affairs ·Conmittee report (below). 
-4/15/93 memo from Do lores Osborn, Academic Affairs Committee, regarding Upper Divis ion Libera 1
Arts Degree Requirements: referred to Executive Committee. 
-4/19/93 memo from Libby Street, Personnel Committee, regarding Salary Adjustment Proposal:
see Personnel Committee report (below). 
1. CHAIR
-Chair Erickson reported that the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE) has officially informed CWU that its professional education unit has
been fully accredited at both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
-Letters to individual faculty ment>ers informing them of their unit assignment(s) have
been (or will soon be) distributed by the academic deans. Chair Erickson reminded
faculty to review Facultffi Code section 11.30 (Financial Exigency-Procedures). withspecial attention to 11.3 .G.f:'d. (Order of Layoff): "Faculty ment>ers may object to 
their unit assignment by stating their objection in writing to the provost and vice 
president for academic affairs within two calendar weeks after the initial assignment 
or after any change of assignment to a unlt ... " The Chair noted that unit 
assignments in the departments of Music, Foreign Languages, Art and Home Economics 
have not yet been finalized. 
-Board of Trustees chair Susan Gould has rendered her decision in response to the
recommendation of the Faculty Grievance Conmittee in the matter of grievances recently 
filed regarding professional leave. Some grievants have requested a formal hearing 
as a result of the Board's decision. ,Chair Erickson stated that it appears at this
time that the names of the 13 applicants ranked highest by the Faculty Development and
Research Committee (less any who have withdrawn from the process) will be forwarded 
by President Nelson to the Board of Trustees at the Board's May 14, 1993 meeting.
2. PRESIDENT
President Ivory Nelson expressed his appreciation to all those who made the 
NCATE accreditation possible. 
The President reported that the state House and Senate helve agreed to. a 1993-
95 biennial budget compromise, but it has not yet received final approval. Although 
operating budget reductions will be required of all state institutions of higher 
education, c.w.u. fared comparatively better in terms of percentages than any other 
state college or university. Central may also be granted the largest capital budget 
in its history. The President emphasized that efficiency cuts will be required, and 
he quoted from the draft budget bill (H-2725.l/93]: "In establishing spending plans 
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2. 
3. 
PRESIDENT, continued 
for the next biennium, each institution shall address the needs of its students in 
keeping with the following directives: "a) Establishing reductions of a permanent 
nature by avoiding short term solutions: b) not reducing enrollments below budgeted 
levels: c) maintaining the current resident to nonresident student proportions; d) 
protecting undergraduate programs and support services: e) protecting assessment 
activities: f) protecting minority recruitment and retention efforts; g) protecting 
the state's investment in facilities: h) using institutional strategic plans as a 
guide for reshaping institutional expenditures: and i) increasing efficiencies through 
administrative reductions, program consolidation, the elimination of duplication, the 
use of other resources, and productivity improvements ••• Each institution of higher 
education and the state board for collllllnity and technical colleges shall submit a 
report to the legislative fiscal conmittees by July 1, 1993, on their spending plans 
for the 1993-95 biennium. The report should address the approach taken with respect 
to each of the directives in this subsection. A second report responding to the same 
directives shall be submitted by November 1, 1993, which describes the implementation 
of the spending plan and its effects." The President noted that the three regional 
universities will receive 359 FTE in additional student enrollments over the biennium, 
with 60% of that figure "front loaded." Although a 4.3% efficiency cut will be 
required, income generated by new student enrollments should soften the severity of 
reductions. 
President Nelson reported that there may be an increase in the state's B&O tax 
or sales tax, and he distributed a sunmary of major higher education legislation which 
passed the 1993 legislature and has been delivered to Governor Lowry as well as 
legislation of interest which did not pass. He pointed out that SHB 1094 (Higher 
Education Courses in Sequence) authorizes the Higher Education Coordinating (HEC) 
Board to assess best methods of ensuring students receive courses in sequence and 
graduate expeditiously. 
In response to questions from Senators, the President stated that the budget 
bill does not specify enrollment lids and therefore presumes that there is no longer 
a lid. A SUPP.lemental budget affecting the remainder of the 1991-93 biennium (ending 
June 30, 1993) has passed and, although some requests (such as fire protection) were 
funded, it will have a net effect of about $100,000 in reductions for Central before 
the end of this fiscal year. The President cautioned that, although a 1993-95 
biennial budget bill may be approved this month, the legislature has the authority to 
approve supplemental budgets next year that could require more reductions than are now 
apparent. The President stated that Central purchased about $300,000 in equipment at 
the end of the biennium. Governor Lowry has issued an Executive Order, effective 
inmediately, restricting all out-of-state travel to that pre-approved by the President 
(or his designee, e.g., Vice Presidents) and estricting travel outside the contiguous 
United States and British Colunt>ia to that pre-approved by the Governor. 
The President reported that two candidates have been selected, in consultation 
with Provost-select Thomas Moore, as finalists in the search for the Dean of the 
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences. 
FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF ADMINISTRATORS 
Jim Eubank,s (Psycholo9y), Chair of the Ad Hoc Conmittee for Faculty Opinion 
Survey of Administrators LSusan Hadley, Education: Jim Nimnicht, Business 
Administration] distributed the numerical results of the 1993 survey. Of 337 full­
time faculty surveyed, 125 (37%) responded to the questionnaire, which is about the 
mid-range return rate in comparison with prior years. He explained that the 
questionnaire was distributed at the beginning of Spring quarter 1993 in order to 
include the new Dean of the School of Professional Studies in the survey. Dr. Eubanks 
also defined the "standard deviation" category of numerical results as a measure of 
how widely distributed ratings were, stated that several new questions were introduced 
this year as individual position descriptions and university emphasis changed, and 
pointed out that total responses varied by position and are listed at the top of each 
report. The distribution format was modified this year, and this was the first time 
since the survey was introduced in 1985 that the numerical ratings were entered on 
answer sheets that could be optically scanned. There were some errors and 
difficulties with the new procedure, and these will be corrected the next time the 
biennial survey is conducted. Written conments on the academic positions surveyed 
were transcribed by the Ad Hoc Conmittee and distributed confidentially to only the 
individual surveyed and his or her inmediate supervisor. 
Dr. Eubanks stated that it is the consensus opinion of this year's Ad Hoc 
Conmittee that the form of the survey must be shorter and less redundant in order to 
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3. FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF ADMINISTRATORS, continued
encourage a higher return rate. In response to questions from Senators regarding the
value of the survey instrument as a tool for 111'1roving management, Dr. Eubanks replied
that he and others who have worked wjth the survey have strong opinions regarding its
effectiveness. It was agreed that the Faculty Senate would benefit by future
discussion of the survey's effectiveness as a managenlent tool, and it will be placed
on a future Senate agenda.
4. COUHCJL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES CFR
R a r Ken amon at reported on the details of several bills recently
approved by the legislature. He stated that the CFR is concerned about faculty
participation 1h the legislative process, and the organization plans to hold a non­
state-funded retreat during Suffl!ler 1993 to strategize for increased continuity and
effectiveness of faculty representation.
5. PERSONNEL COMMJTIEE
Personnel Col!lllittee chair Libby Street (Psycho logy) distributed a "Salary
Adjustment Proposal," including assumptions and a proposal for evaluation and salary
adjustment based on contribution. Dr. Street explained that the Personnel Col!lllittee
has been researching the merit award mechanism for the past four years because faculty
morale is negatively influenced by the eKisttng process. Members of the Corrmittee
have interviewed and surveyed faculty and administrators, reviewed the literature
about merit increases, and attenq:ited to understand the root cause of the
dissatisfaction that plagues the current system. She explained that, since a faculty
salary adjustment will probably not be forthcoming in the next biennium, this is a
good time to thoughtfully consider the current system and put a less divisive plan in
place for the time when salary adjustment funds are returned to the budget.
Or. Street stated that faculty morale has been particularly affected by the
nuni>er of false negatives resulting from the current merit system, which is widely
regarded as arbitrary and capricious in its distinction between those who do and those
who do not receive a merit increment. She explained that departments also differ in
significant ways in their mission and in the resulting faculty performance standards.
Therefore, the Col!lllittee devised a university-wide set of minimum criteria, on two
levels, that are lnclus1ve of the diversity that different disciplines demand. The
Conmlttee strongly recorrrnends that every department refine these minimum criteria in
relation to the mission of the department and the demands of the discipline. Dr.
Street pointed out some unusual aspects of the proposal: "rating" according to set
criteria rather than "ranking": daub le-leve 1 criteria, with one increment awarded for
satisfaction of Level I and two increments awarded for satisfaction of both Levels I
and II; and all faculty who meet equal criteria would benefit equally. She explained
that the faculty would have to decide the lowest increment level it would be willing
to tolerate under this system, since the incremental increases might vary widely from
year to year. In effect, this would result in numerous subdivisions within the salary
scale, but the Personnel Col!lllittee has been assured that the current computer system
can deal with this complexity.
Dr. Street requested that Senators read the proposal thoroughly, contact her
(or another member of the Personnel Corrmlttee: Jim Hawkins, Theatre Arts: Pat Maguire,
Leisure Services; David Anderson, Math; Blaine Wilson, BEAM) with any questions, and
discuss the proposal with members of their departments.
The Salary Adjustment Proposal will be placed on the May 19, 1993, Faculty
Senate agenda for discussion and may be proposed for a vote at the June 2, 1993,
Faculty Senate meeting.
6. ACADENIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Academic Affairs Corrmlttee member Kris Henry reported that the semester
calendar proposed by James Pappas was discussed by the Conmittee at its February 8 and
February 22 meetings. A recorrrnendation wos made to the Senate as a result of those
discussions. Since that reconmendation was not the action desired by the Senate, the
following motion is proposed:
-MOTION NO. 2904 Kris Henry moved, on behalf of the Academic Affairs Corrmittee, that
the quarter calendar be retained at the present time.
RATIONALE:
1. With the exception of Washington State University, all state institutions ---
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6. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COfltlITEE, continued
conmunity colleges as well as universities --- operate on the quarter 
calendar. 
a. Even though a trend toward semester calendars does exist nationally,
no such trend appears to be taking place in this state.
b. Since many of Central 's students transfer from state community
colleges, determining course equiva lencies for transfer purposes wi 11 
be made more difficult than is currently the case.
2. Cost savings are not likely to result. Additional costs would result from
the adoption of a semester calendar. No cost analysis has been made at this 
time. The cost of such a change and the length of time it will be before 
that cost will be recovered rust be calculated. Since monies are scarce, any
expenditures 111Jst be fully justified and documented. 
3. In the long run, the academic benefit to students must be the major
consideration when determining the academic calendar. If the benefits to 
students are no greater under one academic calendar than another, a change is 
not justified. 
4. The University has not considered the in,.:iact of any academic calendar change
on the Ellensburg collll'llnity. University facilities are extensively used by 
the colllllUnity during rodeo time: a change in the academic calendar may have
an economic in,.:iact on the coll'llklnity. 
5. Retaining the quarter calendar will perhaps be advantageous to students who
work during sunmer breaks in order to pay future schooling costs.
Senator Charles McGehee, Sociology, pointed out in response to rationale #5
that, although s�udents could be expected to return to the university earlier in the 
Fall under a serrester system, they would have the advantage of entering the job market 
earlier in the summer under a semester system. 
Vote was taken on MOTION NO. 2904. Motion passed. 
7. CURRICULIII COtltIITEE
Steve Olson (English) reported that under the new curriculum guidelines, the
Faculty Senate Curriculum Conmittee (FSCC) wi ff request Senate approva 1 of the
following types of curriculum proposals: proposals for new programs, new options to
existing programs, and course additions to existing programs that exceed the upper 
limit of credits. After its review, the FSCC will notify the Senate of pending items
in these classifications by listing them on the Senate's agenda (see below). Unless 
there is an objection, Senate discussion and a vote on the curriculum proposal(s) will
be scheduled for the subsequent Faculty Senate meeting. A complete file of background 
material on the proposed changes is available for review in the Provost's Office.
NOTIFICATION ONLY: VOTE SCHEDULED FOR 5/19/93 FACULTY SENATE MEETING:
Dept/Prof am 1. EAM 
Proposal Type Program/Course
Program Addition Personal COll'l)uter Applications Minor 
2. BEAM/HOEC Program Addition Fashion Merchandising Minor 
Senators conmented that it is unlikely that curriculum proposals would be 
reviewed if placed in the Provost's Office or in the Library and requested that the 
FSCC explore ways In which Senators and Department Chairs could more easily access 
background information. 
8. CODE COtltlTTEE
�TIOK NO. 2905 Beverly Heckart moved the approval of Faculty Code changes as
follows: 
I. ISSUE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
JUSTIFICATION: Accord·lng to a recent decision of the Washington Supreme Court [Brouillet v. 
Cowles, 114 Wn.2d 788 (1990)], it will be difficult in the future for any state agency to 
mainta1n confidentiality of records should there be a serious challenge. Nevertheless, the 
Code Conmittee would like to protect records from frivolous prying. Therefore, it supports 
retaining the confidentiality clauses In the Faculty Code but inserting a 
warning that such may not be capable of being maintained. 
-4-
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8. CODE COIIUTTEE. continued
APPOINTMENTS - ACADEMIC RANK AND DESIGNATIONS 
Appointments - General Information 
C. It is the responsibility of the prospective faculty member to furnish the provost and
vlce president for academic affairs with transcripts, credentials, and proof of 
experience as requested. In case of question, the burden of proof (satisfactory to 
the provost and vice president for academic affairs) concerning the validity of such 
documents lies with the prospective faculty member, not the university. 
E. 
As of September 1, 1975, the contents of each faculty member's file will be available
for his/her inspection at any time, with the exception of original letters of 
recorrmendation. These letters are sent under the assumption that confidentiality will 
be observed to the extent allowed by law. The university will not honor requests to 
send copies of personnel file transcripts or placement files to others, as this is the 
function of the institution providing the originals. 
SALARY, MERIT, PROMOTION 
Professional Improvement 
The contents of each faculty meooer's file will be available for his inspection at any 
time, with the exception of his original letters of recolllllendation. These letters are 
sent under the assumption that confidentiality will be observed to the extent allowed 
�. The university will not honor requests to send copies of personnel file 
transcripts or placement files to others, as this is the function of the institution 
providing the originals. 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION, DISMISSAL FOR CAUSE 
Disciplinary Actions and Policies 
H. Confidentiality: In all proceedings related to disciplinary actions it is important
to preserve the confidentiality of the parties involved to the extent allowed b.y law. 
It irust be recognized that scholars' reputations are paramount to their careers, and 
serious consideration irust be given before actions are taken that may impugn them. 
At the same time, those filing legitimate allegations in good faith nitst be protected 
from reprisals. As in the procedure for allegations filed under state RCW 42.40 
(Whistle-Blower law), the identity of all persons filing allegations of misconduct 
shall be kept confidential during all stages of the proceedings unless they consent 
to the release of their names. Similarly, those accused are entitled to have the 
proceedings handled 1n confidence. [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]
FORMAL AND INFORMAL HEARINGS 
13.10 Informal Hearings - Nontermination - Policies and Procedures 
H. Informal hear'ings will be closed to all except those personnel directly involved. All 
statements, testimony, and all other evidence given at the informal hearing shall be
confidential to the extent allowed bE law aRd &ball Rot ba ,1.1baa,t to di,,lo,1.1ra or dii,ouary aRd ;hall Rot be rale;i,edo ilAYOAa iR,l1.1dh1g tlla partie; hwol11ed �1.1,1:i 
&tat&llliAtli, testllllQRY aAd auideA,e 111ay Rot ba l.lliid to que,tioR tlla vora,ity of aAy
party to tlla ,a,a witllo1.1t parlAlEEiOA of tlla per,oA wbo diuulged tlla iAforJAatioR. 
13.20 Informal Hearings: Dismissal of Faculty Member for Cause and Termination of Enplo,yment Due 
to Layoff 
J. Informal hearings will be closed to all except those personnel directly involved in
the case. Statements, testimony, and all other evidence given at the informal hearing 
shall be confidential to the extent allowed b
; 
law aAd &ball Rot be released to aA/IQRi 
or 1.1,ad to q1.1a;tioA t� 11er8'lty of a�, pa�rt to tlla ,a,a, wltllo1.1t por!llili&ioR of tlla
pilrty wllo diu1.1l9ad tl:la iRforooatioR, aAd Such statements,
-5-
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8. CODE CONMITIEE, continued
Formal Hearin�s: Dismissal of Faculty Member for Cause and Termination of Emplownt Due toReduction-in- orce 
L. The faculty menter will be afforded an opportunity to obtain necessary witnesses and
documentary or other evidence, and the admtn1strat1on of the university will, insofar 
as 1t Is possible to do so, secure the cooperation of �uch witnesses and make
available necessary documents and other evidence within its control, ,ubJac;t to 
reUric;tioA& oA the ba&h; of c;o11fideAtiallt;i or privilege.
II. ISSUE OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT
JUSTIFICATION: Sexual harassment on campus is a roore frequent occurrence than roost faculty 
meri>ers know. In the past several years it has been serious enough to result in the 
application of sanctions and forced resignations. The Code Cornnittee is aware that the issue 
of sexual harassment is considered to be a double-edged sword by faculty; by the same token 
ft is also aware that the university, according to a recent court case [franklin v. Gwinnett 
County Public Schools et al. (1992)), can be liable for substantial damages unless it has 
effective sexual harassment policies and grievance procedures. Faculty members should know 
that they can also be sued individually. 
After reading the Investigative guidelines set forth in case law and followed by the 
Affirmative Action Director [EEOC Corrpliance Manual, "Policy Guidance on Current Issues of 
Sexual Harassment,tt October 25, 19�]. the Co�e Conmittee is convinced that investigations of 
sexual harassment by the Affirmative Action Director and the Affirmative Action Grievance 
Colllllittee will be fair and rigorous. The procedure outlined In the C.W.U. Policies Manual 2-
2.2 provides due process safeguards to both parties in a sexual harassment case. 
According to the new section outlined below, if disciplinary sanctions or dismissal 
were recomnended by the Affirmative Action Grievance Cornnfttee, a faculty member's department 
would have to take additional action before sanctions or dismissal occurred. Thereafter the 
faculty member would still have recourse to the hearing procedure outlined in the Code. For 
that reason, the Code Cornnittee is referencing the appropriate policies in the Codetor the 
faculty's information. 
--
DISCIPLINARY ACTION, DISMISSAL FOR CAUSE 
10.25 Dismissal for Cause 
J. Gross misconduct, or
K. Sexual harassment; or
h Academic incompetence. 
III. ISSUE OF CRITERIA FOR MERIT
JUSTIFICATION: The Personnel Corrrnfttee ls currently studying the merit system. Although its 
reconmendations have not been completed, and are not likely to be this year, there appears to 
be consensus among the faculty that roore explicit criteria for the award of merit should exist 
at the university and departmental levels. Thus the Code Corrrnittee suggests beginning with 
the fornulation of more explicit criteria at the departmental level: whatever difficulties are 
experienced there could then be used to improve the forrrulation of university-wide criteria. 
-6-
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8. CODE C0tl4Im£ 1 cont I nued
SALARY, MERIT, PROMOTION 
A • 
.L. 
IV. ISSUE OF RETIREMENT
JUSTIFICATION: The sun sets Decerrt>er 31, 1993, on the federal law that exempted faculty 
mentiers from legislation prohibiting mandatory retirement ages. Since no faculty member has 
a birthday between August 31, 1993 -- the previous benchmark date for retirement -- and 
Decerrt>er 31, 1993, the Code Conrnittee reconrnends changing the Code now (including the section 
on phased retirement) in order to co111>lY with the law. 
A. 
LEAVE AND RETIREMENT 
Retirement 
Fa,11lty lllililber, ,ball be ilL1t0111at1,ally retired frglA perJAaReAt f11ll tillli 11River,ity 
91111l�At u of .0119111it 31 fgllowiRg tbe birthday QA wbi,b the age of liiMQAt,y (70) iii 
raa,hed If a ta,111ty !Aililber'li birtbday i, A11g1,"t 31, be/she sllall ,bg retired QR tl:le 
date tbat l:la/i;be raa,ba, aga 70 There is no mandatory retirement age for faculty 
menilers after Deceniler 31, 1993. 
Phased Retirement for Faculty 
Central Washington University offers phased retirement to eligible faculty. 
A. At, or after, age 62 aRd 11Rtil age 70, as outlined in section 9.90A of this
code faculty rnenilers may elect to reduce their service to the university by
entering a phased retirement program. Faculty members may continue teaching
up to 40% of an academic year teaching load in their respective disciplines.
For this policy, 40\ is considered to be 15 contact hours per academic year.
Any Continuing Education course load is not considered to be part of the 40%
of an academic load. [BT Motion 91-39, 6/14/91]
D. The decision to teach part-time (as noted in "A" above). once made, shal 1
continue for aa,11 i::etirea tg age 70, gp until such time as the retiree
declines to continue. A decision by the retiree· to discontinue the program
at any point shall be final.
E. Phased-retirees shall exercise their option to teach the following academic
year by January 15 of each year. Failure to notify the school/college dean
by this date will indicate to the university that the retiree releases all
rights to the phased retirement program and shall be considered fully retired
from Central Washington University. Failure to exercise the option by reason
of illness shall not prejudice the retiree's right to this option 11p to age
J/J., provided that the incapacity is verified in writing by a medical doctor
and that the university may require a medical examination by a medical doctor
of the retiree's choosing. In case of disagreement, the retiree will abide
by the ruling of the medical doctor selected by the university. [BT Motion
6156, 6/17/88]
V. ISSUE OF FEEDBACK TO PROBATIONARY FACULTY BY
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS 
JUSTIFI.CATION: Sorre departrrent chairs have experienced difficulty in counseling probationary 
faculty meirbers because the tenured facu.Jty, whose exclusive vote is necessary to grant tenure, 
-7-
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II 
6.25 
8. 
A. 
COOE COIIIITTEE, continued 
do not advise the chair from year to year concerning their assessments of 
probationers. In order to give the chair more advance warning about negative 
judgments and avoid undermining the chair's position with the dean, the Code Conmittee 
reconmends that faculty mermers now be required to inform the chair about the 
assessments sent to the dean. 
REAPPOINTMENT, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULTY 
Rea�pointments - P�oceduresEac faculty meirber In a candidate's department or section may submit a statement to 
the appropriate dean, 1.1siAg forlll& ppo11hl11d fop tba p1.1i:::po,11. indicating his/�drreconmendation regarding reappointment+.:. Faculty mermers sha 11 simultaneously prov e 
to the department chair or program director a copy of the statement submitted to the 
dean; 
VI. HOUSEKEEPING
JUSTIFICATION: These sections of the Code are being changed to conform with current practice 
or to remove awkward or sexist languageTrom the Code. 
A. 
E. 
FACULTY DEFINED; RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
Faculty - Defined 
As used in this Faculty Code, the word "faculty" shall mean only those individuals 
e�loyed full time by the university: 
2. who occupy administrative positions and who hold one (1) of the professional
ranks listed in Section 4.20, and 
a. who hold academic tenure or
b. who occupy one (1) of the following administrative posts: President,
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dean of Graduate 
Studies, DlliA of UAdai:::gPaduate Stu'11e,, dean of an academic school 
or college, Dean of Extended University Programs, or Dean of Library 
Services. 
REAPPOINTMENT, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULTY 
Tenure - Procedure for Granting 
At the time tenure decisions are to be considered (normally in spring quarter) each 
dean or academic section director shall submit .b4£. tenure reconmendations to the 
provost and vice president for academic affairs. Such reconmendations shall be based 
on written data from a cormlnation of sources as follows: 
ASSIGNMENT 
Assignment to Units 
Faculty mermers shall be informed as to which unit(s) they belong, at the time the 
deans make, bi,/baP their reconmendation!_. They may object to such division by 
statTng their objectfori'Tn writing to the provost and vice president for academic 
affairs within one calendar week of receipt of the notice. An individual faculty 
member may be assigned to more than one layoff unit. New hires will be placed in the 
appropriate unit(s), as determined by the dean and department chair or program 
director. 
-8-
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a. 
11 
9.15 
J. 
11 
LEAVE AND RETIREMENT 
Professional Leave - Special Conditions 
All scale adjustments to salaries granted during the period faculty members are on professional leave 
shall be applied 1o their salaries upoA &heir retulR as the salary adjustments occur, and if eligible, they 
shall benefit from step increases in salary. 
GRIEVANCE 
12.25 Grievance Procedure [BT Motion 62101 2/10/89] 
B. The following steps shall constitute the grievance procedure:
4. In the event the committee decides to hold an informal hearing, the procedures set forth in 
Sections 13.10 and 13.20 will apply.
II0110N NO. 2905 passed. 
• • • •  * 
Dr. Heckart reported that the Code Co11111ittee was charged to review several other issues: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Family and Medical Leave Polley: Congress passed the Family and Medical Leave Law in 
February 1993. The Code Comittee did not receive a copy of the legislation in time 
to de 11 berate on the issue this year. It is reco11111ended that next year's Code 
Co11111ittee review the text of the national law and make necessary reco1Dll0ndations. 
Policy Statement on Faculty Evaluation from the Northwest Association of Schools and 
Colleges (NASC): The Code Co11111ittee determined that no changes to the Faculty Code 
are necessary in Tesponse to this policy statement. Tenured and non-tenured facu'lty 
are evaluated annually when departments and deans assess a faculty merooer's worthiness 
to receive promotion or merit. It does not seem reasonable to insert yet another 
evaluation procedure into the Code. 
Provost merrbership on Faculty Senate: The Code Conmittee did not receive the 
President Nelson's request that the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
be added to the Faculty Senate membership until after the Coni'nittee had cofl'q)leted its 
deliberations for the year. The 1993-94 Code Cormiittee should meet with the President 
and new Provost next year to discuss this issue. 
Status of Phased Retirees: Faculty Code Section 9.92.F. states that phased retirees 
"retain a 11 the tenure and seniority pr iv 11 eges they had at the ti me of retirement. " 
The Code Comnittee sees no reason to change that section at this time. It is also the 
opinion of the Code Comnittee that the loss of a position in connection with a 
retirement has less to do with its phased nature than with an administrative decision 
to reallocate positions within the institution. The Code Co11111ittee suggests a 
co111>lete review in the future of Code sections pertaining to phased retirees and the 
layoff policy. 
--
Professional Leave Co11111ittee (nee Faculty Development and Research Comnittee): The 
Code Conrnlttee recomnends no change in the Faculty Code at this time regarding the 
Professional Leave Comnittee. It further adv.ises"that the university co11111ittee 
structure be reorganized to comply with the Faculty Code regarding the Professional 
Leave Comnittee. 
--
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9. BUDGET COflUTTEE
*MOTION IIO. 2906: Barry Donahue moved that the following suggestions compiled 
by the Faculty Senate Budget Conmittee be forwarded without 
recornnendation to the president by the Chair of the Faculty 
Senate in response to the president's request for input from 
the faculty. 
REPORT: Governor Lowry, the Senate Ways and Means Conmittee, the House budget 
proposal, and President Nelson have all stated the importance of reducing 
administrative costs and protecting the instructional component of the university. 
The President's metoorandum of Aprll 6 states these goals as: "Reduce administration 
without losing internal control or oversight capability," and "Mitigate the effect on 
instruction." 
The following list of items provides both general and specific suggestions for 
budgetary reductions that will allow the fundamental mission of the university to 
continue with only a modest loss in the academic integrity of the institution. Many 
of the items listed are often not normally considered as possible sources of savings 
in times of budgetary concern. It is the purpose of the Faculty Senate Budget 
Conmittee to present these items in order to begin a debate regarding the budgetary 
priorities of the university. 
It should be noted that these items represent a compilation of suggestions 
from faculty in response to a survey. The Budget Conmittee has attempted to group 
related responses together. In addition, for some items, the conmittee has presented 
a very brief statement of explanation. These statements are given merely to elaborate 
upon the expressed ideas or suggest alternatives that were not contained in the 
original responses. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
MAINTAIN EXISTING ACADEMIC PROGRAMS. 
If existing programs llllSt be cut, no new programs (i.e., "Decision Packages") 
should be funded. 
MINIMIZE FUTURE EXPENDITURES ON ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES. 
a. Administrators need to study the opportunity costs of a project
before they begin the project. That is, what teaching, grant
writing, and research activities will be put aside in order to
accomplish the project. Administrators and others involved need to
determine if this cost Is worth the benefits of the project.
b. Before a project is initiated, the outcomes of the project should be
clearly specified. If the project involves the collection of data,
there should be a clearly specified reason for gathering each piece
of information. In short, the project should �e well planned and
well focused. For example, many of the activities involv.ed in the
present academic planning process have been superfluous and extremely
costly. This has apparently been due to a poor understanding of what
information wo_uld be useful on the part of those managing the
project. The push for conversion to a semester system is another
project which appears poised to siphon much needed funds from the
more important activities of the university. The merits of the
quarter system or the semester system can be debated, but the simple
fact is that we are in no position financially to expend hundreds of
thousands of dollars to convert from one system to the other. We
should expend no further time discussing this proposal unti 1 the
fiscal situation improves.
SUBSTANTIAL BUDGETARY REDUCTIONS CAN BE MADE BY CUTTING ADMINISTRATIVE 
PERSONNEL. 
President Nelson's memorandum of May 15, 1992 regarding administrative 
reorganization states: "the recent budget cuts dictate that we now examine 
all administrative functions to reduce costs.• It ls time to take the 
president's recolll!lendation seriously. Administrative reorganization should 
be the first source for absorbing budget cuts. There are many opportunities 
for conso l idatlon of tasks Into fewer administrative posit ions. This is 
especially the case in Business and Financial Affairs, Academic Services, and 
Student Affairs. 
The administrative reorganization announced in the above mentioned 
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9. BUDGET CotlllTIEE, continued
meroorandum appears to have produced little actual savings. For exafl1)le, a new
position--Associate Registrar--has just been created and will be filled shortly. A
portion of the duties of this new position was formerly the responsibility of the Dean
of Undergraduate Studies. Page four of the president's memorandum in reference to the
elimination of the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies states: "No additional
staff shall be added." (President's underlining). It can be hoped that this dictum
will not be violated as the administrative reorganization proceeds.
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
THE PHYSICAL PLANT BUDGET SHOULD BE CUT TO THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BY STATUTE.
(In the past there has been a 5% limit on the cut that could be applied to
this area.) In particular, grounds maintenance should be reduced to lowest
possible level even at the expense of campus appearance. At a minimum,
overwatering, mowing where unnecessary (e.g., around the irrigation canal),
etc. should be curtailed. Janitorial services could be cut 20% for a savings
of $200,000 by not sweeping, emptying garbage cans, etc. on a daily basis,
and providing less service in the sunmer when the traffic in many buildings
is slight. Floor waxing and other non-critical maintenance could be done
less frequently.
THE ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC ADVISING OFFICE SHOULD BE MORE CLEARLY DEFINED WITH 
THE INTENT OF RETURNING ADVISING RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE FACULTY WHENEVER 
POSSIBLE. ($111,386) 
Much of the current work of this office should be eliminated. Faculty can 
and should resume the responsibility of student advising. In particular, the 
trend toward bureaucratizing the advising function should be reversed. If 
the office remains, lt should limit itself to General Education advising and 
catalog interpretation. The catalog should be a self-advising document. 
INSTRUCTIONAL FUNDING FOR THE FOOTBALL PROGRAM SHOULD BE ELIMINATED. 
This would also allow a savings in instruction funds for salaries, insurance, 
athletic administration, clinics and camps ($50,000). (Most of the corrmunity 
colleges have already eliminated football as too expensive.) This would help 
the gender balance in sports without forcing us to add new women's sports. 
Other sports should be reviewe� for selective ellminat1on--CWU has 
the greatest nurmer of sports teams in the state. 
REVIEW THE NEED FOR BUREAUCRATIC ASSISTANTS. 
For exall1)le, ln 1972-1973, the President had a secretary and an assistant. 
In 1992-93, the President has two administrative assistants, a special 
assistant, a secretary, and a director of governmental relations. Such 
positions may or may not be needed now, however we should examine them all to 
make certain their functions are critical to the operation of the university. 
REDUCE PAPER FLOW. 
a. Eliminate all self-promotional "newsletters." (e.g., the physical
plant newsletter).
b. Eliminate duplicate publicity.
c. All announcements should be in Campus Bulletin rather than a separate
piece of paper with only a few lines of printing.
d. Catalog information should not be republished as announcements.
EXAMINE THE REAL COSTS OF COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. ($28,500) 
Much of the stated cost is for diplomas. However, the hidden costs and 
opportunity costs make the real figure higher than this. (E.g., building 
the stage, preparation of the sound system, etc.) 
REMEDIAL PROGRAMS SHOULD BE RE-EXAMINED AND OR CONSOLIDATED. 
T e Academic i s enter an portions of the Access Program should be 
examined to determine if remediation should occur at the university level, 
and, if so, if we should move toward self-support in this area. 
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12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
RE-EXAMJ.NE FUNDING SOURCES FOR THE WOMEN'S RESOURCE 'CENTER. ($45,237) 
This could be funded roore appropriately through Associated Student funds (S 
& A) from savings due to the elimination of the football program if desired. 
DO NOT SUBSIDIZE NON-INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED FOR STUDENTS. 
ELIMINATE UNEARNED SABBATICALS AND "GOLDEN PARACHUTES" FOR ADMINISTRATORS 
WHEN THEY RETURN To TEACHING. 
ELIMINATE TRAVEL THAT IS NOT DIRECTLY ACADEMIC OR INSTRUCTIONAL. ($200,000) 
LOBBY THE LEGISLATURE FOR RELIEF FROM THE SEPARATION OF CAPITAL AND OPERATING 
BUDGETS. 
MAKE THE LIBRARY'S OPERATING HOURS 8 A.M. TO 10 P.M. 
Consider opening a study area in the SUB which would not require professional 
staffing to handle late night student studying needs. 
FROZEN FACULTY POSITIONS SHOULD HAVE TOP PRIORITY WHEN MONEY IS AVAILABLE. 
20. THE LATEST COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IS NOT ESSENTIAL FOR MANY OFFICES ON CAMPUS.
CO!ll>Uting hardware and software should not be purchased without a clearly
defined need. Corrc>uting power could be spread m:>re widely if we examined the
requirements of CO!ll>Uter users before purchasing equipment for them.
21. ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUrING FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE ANALYZED FOR EFFICIENCY.
Administrative requests for corrc>utlng functions should be justified by the
mission of the university, not sfrrc>lY because ft is possible to perform such
functions.
22. NEGOTIATE FACULTY AND STAFF FTE REDUCTIONS.
Every effort should be made to involve faculty and staff in developing plans
for reductions that would be l'lkJtually beneficial. For exa!ll>le, a staff
member who would prefer a 9 month appointment rather than 12 months should be
encouraged to make this suggestion. In many offices, sulllller workloads drop
significantly and would make such adjustments useful.
* * * * * 
Budget Conmittee Chair Barry Donahue (Computer Science) reported that the 
Conmittee received a memo from Rosie Zwanziger, Director of Special Services/Access 
Program, correcting Inaccurate information in the Comnfttee's April 7, 1993, report 
(pg. 5, #12) to the Faculty Senate regarding the Access Program; for exafll)le, 51 
freshmen, rather than the 20 reported, were admitted to CWU this year through the 
Access Program. Dr. Donahue stated that, in response to criticism that "substantial 
budgetary reductions can be made by cutting administrative personnel" (April 7, 1993, 
Senate minutes, pg. 5, #3), he recalculated savings based on the median, rather than 
average, salaries of administrators; using the median salary of administrators, the 
elimination of 17, rather than the 15 reported, administrative positions would sa�e 
$1 million in salaries and benefits over the biennium. Registrar Carolyn Wells 
pointed out that the "Associate Registrar" position noted in item #3 is not a newly 
created administrative position but a civl 1 service position that had been kept 
vacant, and that there are no "hidden costs" in the Comnencement Cereironies noted in 
item #10. 
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9. 
OLD BUSINESS 
None 
NEW BUSINESS 
None 
ADJOURNMENT 
BUDGET COIIUTTEE continued 
Or. Dona�ue reported that the Budget Colllllittee has gathered information on the 
relationship between student enrollment, staff FTE and faculty FTE. Using figures 
gathered by the state of Washington on state supported higher education programs (and 
subtracting those for the University of Washington as outside the norm): student 
enrollments increased 2.9% for 1983-1993, faculty FTE increased 5.1% from 1983-1993, 
and "all other" (administrators, support staff, maintenance staff, etc.} increased 
21.3% from 1983-1993. 
Some Senators expressed concern regarding how many faculty members actually 
had input in the suggestions outlined in MOTION NO. 2906 and were apprehensive that 
approving the motion would i�ly the full endorsement of the Faculty Senate on all 
issues listed. Other Senators suggested that it remains unclear how faculty 
suggestions could be utilized in the budget process other than through approving this 
motion. Chair Erickson reiterated that President Nelson has said that all items will 
be put on the table for discussion at budget hearings held by the University Budget 
Comnittee, and if approved he would forward a copy of the motion to Vice President for 
Business and Financial Affairs Courtney Jones. 
Vote was held on LIIJTION NO. 2906. Motion passed (18 yes, 11 no). 
Meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m. 
* * * * * NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: Nay 19, 1993 * * * * *
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10 p.m., Wednesday, May S, 1993 
SUB 204-205 
ROLL CALL 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: April 7, 1993 
COMMUNICATIONS 
-4/1/93 letter from Owen Pratz, Psychology, re. Class Attendance policy; referred to Academic
Affairs Committee.
-4/14/93 memo from Dolores Osborn, Academic Affairs Committee, re. Semester vs. Quarter
Calendar; see Academic Affairs Committee report (below).
-4/15/93 memo from Dolores Osborn, Academic Affairs Committee, re. Upper Division Liberal
Arts Degree Requirements; referred to Executive Committee.
-4/19/93 memo from Libby Street, Personnel Committee, re. Salary Adjustment Proposal; see
Personnel Committee report (below).
REPORTS 
1. CHAIR
2. PRESIDENT
3. AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF
ADMINISTRATORS - Jim Eubanks
4. COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES (CFR) - Ken Gamon
5. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
-Semester vs. Quarter system
6. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
-See attached Program Addition proposals
7. CODE COMMITTEE
-See attached proposals
8. PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
-Salary Adjustment Proposal
9. ASSESSMENT AND PROGRAM EVALUATION - Connie Roberts
10. BUDGET COMMITTEE
OLD BUSINESS 
NEW BUSINESS 
ADJOURNMENT 
*** NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: May 19, 1993 ***
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMI'ITEE 
The semester calendar proposed by James Pappas was discussed by the Committee at its February 8 
and February 22 meetings. A recommendation was made to the Senate as a result of those discussions. 
Since that recommendation was not the action desired by the Senate, the following motion is proposed: 
MOTION: 
RATIONALE: 
The Academic Affairs Committee moves that the quarter calendar be retained at the 
present time. 
1. With the exception of Washington State University, all state institutions --- community colleges
as well as universities --- operate on the quarter calendar.
a. Even though a trend toward semester calendars does exist nationally, no such trend
appears to be taking place in this state.
b. Since many of Central's students transfer from state community colleges, determining
course equivalencies for transfer purposes will be made more difficult than is currently
the case.
2. Cost savings are not likely to result. Additional costs would result from the adoption of a
semester calendar. No cost analysis has been made at this time. The cost of such a change
and the length of time it will be before that cost will be recovered must be calculated. Since
monies are scarce, any expenditures must be fully justified and documented.
3. In the long run, the academic benefit to students must be the major consideration when
determining the academic calendar. If the benefits to students are no greater under one
academic calendar than another, a change is not justified.
4. The University has not considered the impact of any academic calendar change on the
Ellensburg community. University facilities are extensively used by the community during rodeo
time; a change in the academic calendar may have an economic impact on the community.
5. Retaining the quarter calendar will perhaps be advantageous to students who work during
summer breaks in order to pay future schooling costs.
CURRICULUM COMMI'ITEE 
1. 
2. 
Under the new curriculum guidelines, the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee (FSCC) will request 
Senate approval of the following types of curriculum proposals: proposals for new programs, new 
options to existing programs, and course additions to existing programs that exceed the upper limit of 
credits. After its review, the FSCC will notify the Senate of pending items in these classifications by 
listing them on the Senate's agenda (see below). Unless there is an objection, Senate discussion and 
a vote on the curriculum proposal(s) will be scheduled for the subsequent Faculty Senate meeting. A 
complete file of background material on the proposed changes is available for review in the Provost's 
Office. 
NOTIFICATION ONLY: VOTE SCHEDULED FOR 5/19/93 FACULTY SENATE MEETING: 
Dept/Program Proposal Type 
BEAM Program Addition 
BEAM/HOEC Program Addition 
Program/Course 
Personal Computer Applications Minor 
Fashion Merchandising Major 
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CODE COMMITIEE 
II 
4.05 
II 
8.66 
II 
10.10 
PROPOSED FACULTY C0DE Cft.\NGES 
I. ISSUE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
JUSTIACATION: According to a recent decision of the Washington Supreme Court (Brouillet v. Cowles, 114 Wn.2d 788 
(1990)], It will be difficult in the future for any state agency to maintain confidentiality of records should there be a serious 
challenge. Nevertheless, the Code Committee would like to protect records from frivolous p,ying. Therefore, It supports 
retaining the confidentiality clauses in the Faculty Code but Inserting a warning that such may not be capable of being 
maintained. 
APPOINTMENTS - ACADEMIC RANK AND DESIGNATIONS 11 
Appointments - .General Information 
C. It Is the responsibility of the prospective faculty member to furnish the provost and vice president for academic
affairs with transcripts, credentials, and proof of experience as requested. In case of question, the burden of
proof (satisfaclDry to the provost and vice president for academic affairs) concerning the validity of such
documents lies with the prospective faculty member, not the university.
E. 
As of September 1, 1975, the contents of each faculty member's file will be available for his/her inspection at
any time, with the exception of original letters of recommendation. These letters are sent under the assumption
that confidentiality will be observed to the extent allowed by law. Thf university will not honor requests to send 
copies of personnel file transcripts or placement files to others, as this is the function of the Institution providing
the originals.
SALARY, MERIT, PROMOTION II 
Professional Improvement 
The contents of each faculty member's file will be available for his inspection at any time, with the exception 
of his original letters of recommendation. These letters are sent under the assu!Tiption that confidentiality will 
be observed to the extent allowed by law. The university will not honor requests to send copies of personnel 
file transcripts or placement files to others, as this is the function of the institution providing the originals. 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION, DISMISSAL FOR CAUSE II 
Disciplinary Actions and Policies 
H. Confidentiality: In all proceedings related to disciplinary actions it is Important to preserve the confidentiality
of the parties involved to the extent allowed by law. It must be recognized that scholars'_reputations are
paramount to their careers, and serious consideration must be given before actions are taken that may impugn 
them. At. the same time, those filing legitimate allegations in good faith must be protected from reprisals. As
in the procedure for allegations filed under state PDN 42.40 (Whistle-Blower law), the identity of all persons filing
allegations of misconduct shall be kept confidential during all stages of the proceedings unless they consent 
to the release of their names. Similarly, those accused are entitled to have the proceedings handled in
confidence. [BT Motion 6330, 6/15/90]
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CODE COMMl'ITEE, continued 
11 FORMAL AND INFORMAL HEARINGS II 
13.10 Informal Hearings - Nontermination - Policies and Procedures 
H. Informal hearings wil be closed to all except those personnel dlrectly Involved. All statements, testimony, and
all other evidence given at the Informal hearing shall be confidential to the·extent allowed by law 8Ad lllall ROI
be eubJect to died._.. o, di� and �all AOt be raleewd ro 111¥Wf lnd11d1Ag 1be parliN lswoluad Soda
8la18AlltHda, 11Nti1RQA¥ 8Ad �d&Aoe Alllllf Aol be Llwd to q1.1MIIDA 1be t'81Mftr of any p�t ta *-QIIIQ willlo4 II
pe1R1laaloA of lbe peaoA who dluulged 1be IAfollilatlOA
13.20 Informal Hearings: D1sml88al of faculty Member fOf Cause and Termination of Employment Due to Layoff 
J. Informal hearings wil be closed to all except those peraonnel directly Involved In the caae. Statements,
testimony, and alJ other evidence given at the Informal hearing shall be confidential to the ell18nt allowed by law
11Ad litlall Aot be relae u cl ID aAyofla or waed ID �A Iha ·•ra.dly of aAY per&y to the c:aee. ¥i.4UIDIII pelRllaalaA
of Iba party wtao dbAdged 1be l�atloA, eAd Such statements, testimony, and all other evidence given at the
Informal heating shall "'AY- be used by the committee GA¥ fOf the purpose of making Its findings and
recommendations to the president
13.30 Formal Hearings: Dismissal of Faculty Member for Cauae and Termination of Employment Due to Reduction-In-Force 
11 
L The faculty member will be afforded an opportunity to obtain necessary witnesses and documentary or other 
evidence, and the administration of the university will, Insofar as It la possible to do so, secure the cooperation 
of such witnesses and make available necessmy documents and other evidence within Its � 
.resalic:tioAe OA Iba bas.fa of comid9Atia111¥ or p,aillage 
#. ISSUE OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
JUSTIACATJON: Sexual harassment on campus Is a more frequent occurrence than most faculty members know. In 
the past several years it has been serious enough to result in the application of sanctions and forced rasignaliona. The 
Code Committee is aware that the issue of sexual harassment is considered to be a doubl&-edged sword by faculty; by 
the same token it is also aware that the university, according to a recent court case (Franklin v. Gwinnett County Public 
Schools et al. (1992)], can be liable for substantial damages unless It has effective sexual harassment policies and 
grievance procedures. Faculty members should know that they can also be sued individually. 
After reading the investigative guidelines set forth In case law and followed by the Affirmative Action Director 
[EEOC Compliance Manual, "Policy Guidance on Current Issues of Sexual Harassment,• October 25, 1988), the Code 
Committee is convinced that Investigations of sexual harassment by the Affirmative Action Director and the Affirmative 
Action Grievance Committee will be fair and rigorous. The procedure outlined in the C.W.U. Policies Manual 2-2.2 provides 
due process safeguards to both parties in a sexual harassment case. 
According to the new section outlined below, if disciplinary sanctions or d"ismissal were recommended by the 
Affirmative Action Grievance Committee, a faculty member's depanment would have to take additional action before 
sanctions or dismissal occurred. Thereafter the faculty member would still have recourse to the hearing procedure outlined 
in the Code. For that reason, the Code Committee is referencing the appropriate policies in the Code for the faculty's 
information. 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION, DISMISSAL FOR CAUSE ll 
10.15 Violation of State and Rldetal laws - Oisclpllna,y Action 
[NEW SECTION] 
C. Sexual harassment is a vloletion of state and federal law for which faculty members may be dlsclpllned or
dismissed. Central Washington University's Sexual Harassment Polley and Affirmative Action Grievance 
Procedure (CWU Policies Manual 2�2.2), as weU as Sections 10.20, 10.25 and 10.30 of this Faculty Code, shall 
govem allegations of and dlsclpllna,y action resulting from sexual harassment 
10.25 Dismissal for Cause 
J. Gross misconduct, or
K Sexual harassment; or 
L Academic incompetence. 
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11 
8.75 
11 
9.90 
9.92 
9.92 
Ill. ISSUE OF CRITERIA FOR MERIT 
JUSTIACATION: The Personnel Committee ls currently studying the merft sys18m. Although its recommendations have 
not been completed, and are not likely to be this year, thens appears to be consenaua among the faculty that more expllcit 
criterla for the award of mertt should exist at the university and departmental level$. Thus the Code Committee suggetl19 
beginning with the formulation of more explicit criteria at the departmental level; whatevor dlfflcultles are experlenoed there 
could then be used to lmp10119 the formulation of university-wide criteria. 
A. 
.b 
SALARY, MERIT, PROMOTION II 
Merft 
Merit - Q1teria 
Any faculty member who Is to be considered for merft must first be known as an effective teacher and must 
perform adequately necessary and routine departmental, school, and/or university assignments; e.g., advising, 
registration duties, meeting representation, committees as assigned. In addition, competence either In 
scholanihlp or In special services to the unlvenlfty, to the public community, to students, or to their profession 
may be taken into consideration. [BT Motion 51932, 9/20/85) 
Each department shall formulate guidelines consistent with university criteria (Sections 8:66 and 8.75A 1.) that 
Inform departmental faculty about relative wejgh1s assigned to specific criteria for meritorious S8Nfce. 
IV. ISSUE OF RETIREMENT
JUSTIACATION: The sun sets December 31, 1993, on the federal law that exempted faculty members from legislation 
prohibiting mandatory retirement ages. Since no faculty member has a birthday between August 31, 1993 - the pn,vious 
benchmark date for retirement - and December 31, 1993, the Code Committee recommends changing the Code now 
Oncluding the section on phased retirement) in order to comply with the law. 
A. 
LEAVE AND RETIREMENT II 
Retirement 
� m11AibeA1 11hall be a.utGma&h:ally J8til.ed � pemuu1eAt lull tiAMI uAiueialty tNAplo� aa of AMgulll 
31 toll�gg 1be bii:Mav oR ...m� the e.ee of u"entv � la reaCMd If a� �bera blabdav la AM9ua& 
31, he,�he llhall be retired a the dlde tha1 he/ah• AaacAN e.ee 10 There Is no mandatory retirement age for 
faculty members afttlr December 31, 1993. 
Phased Retirement for Faculty 
Central Washington University offers phased retirement to eligible faculty. 
A. At, or after, age 62 aRd uRIII age 10, as outlined In section 9.90A of this code faculty members may 
elect to reduce their service to the university by entering a phased retirement program. Faculty 
members may continue teaching up to 40% of an academic year teaching load In 1helr respective
disciplines. For this policy, 40% is considered to be 15 contact hours per academic year. Any
Continuing Education course load Is not considered to be part of the 40% of an academic load. [BT
Motion 91-39, 6/14/91) 
D. The decision to teach part-time (as noted in "A" above), once made, shall continue for eac:11 PJliANt to 
ae• 10, gr until such time as the retiree declines to continue. A decision by the retiree to discontinue
the program at any point shall be final.
E. Phased-i'etirees shall exercise their option to teach the following academic year by January 15 of each
year. Failure to notify the school/college dean by this date will Indicate 1D the university that the
retiree releases all rights to the phased retirement program and shall be considered fully retired from 
Central Washington University. FaDure to exercise the option by reason of mness shall not prejudice
the retiree's right to this option up to age 10, provided that the Incapacity is verified in writing by a
medical doctor and that the university may require a mecf1C81 examination by a medical doctof' of the
retiree's choosing. In case of disagreement, the retiree will abide by the ruling of the medical doctor
selected by the university. [BT Motion 8156, 6/17/'88)
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CODE COMMITTEE, continued 
II 
5.10 
11 
2.10 
II 
5.30 
V. ISSUE OF FEEDBACK TO PROBATIONARY FACULTY BY
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS 
JUSTIFICATION: Some department chairs have experfenced difficulty In counaellng pn,bldlonaty faculty members 
becau8e the tenured faculty, whose exclualve vot8 11 necessa,y 1D grant tenure, do not acMle the chair from year 1D l,'981' 
concerning their assaesmenta of probalionere. In order 1D give the chair more advance wan*1g about negative Judgments 
and avoid undennlnlng the chair's position wtlh the dean, the Code Committee recommends that faculty members now 
be required to Inform the chair about the assessments sent to the dean. 
A. 
REAPPOINTMENT, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULlY II 
Aaappolntmente - Procedures 
Each faculty member In a candidate's department or aection may submit a statement to the appropriate dean. 
u11IA9 fo5'AII pJOll4deci foi &a. purpoee, Indicating hllll!!!! 1'8COmmendation n,gardlng reappointme� Faculty 
members shall slmuttaneously provide to the department chair or program dl19Ctor a copy of the statement 
submitted to the dean; 
VI. HOUSEKEEPING
JUSTIFICATION: These sections of the Code are being changed to confonn with current practice or to remove awkward 
or sexist language from the Code. 
A. 
FACULlY DEFINED; RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBIU11ES II 
Faculty - Defined 
As used in this Faculty Code, the word "faculty" shall mean only those Individuals employed full time by the 
university: 
2. who occupy administrative positions and who hold one (1) of the professional ranks listed in Section
4.20, and
a. who hold academic tenure or
b. who occupy one (1) of the following adminlslrative posts: President, Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affains, Dean of Graduate Studies, CeaA ol lJACHigi:adulllila StlAdiN, 
dean of an academic school or college, Dean of Extended University Programs, 01 Dean of 
Library Services. 
REAPPOINTMENT, TENURE, NONREAPPOINTMENT OF FACULlY II 
Tenure - Procedure for Granting 
At. the time tenure decisions are to be considered (normally In spring quarler) each dean o, academic section 
director shall submit Ilia tenure recommendations 1D the provost and vice president for academic affairs. Such 
recommendations shall be based on written data from a combination of sources as follows: 
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II 
6.25 
E. 
II 
9.15 
J. 
II 
ASSIGNMENT 11 
Assignment to Units 
Faculty members shall be Informed aa to which unit(•) they belong, at the time the dean!�!!!![ 
'9COfllmendatlOf1!. They may object to such dlvlalon by atatlng their objecllon In *'1tlng to the provost and vice 
president for academic affalra within one calendar week of receipt of the notice. M lndJvldual faculty member 
may be assigned to more than one layoff unit New hires wlll be placed In the appn,prlat8 unlt(s), • 
determined by the dean and department chair or program dlreclOr. 
LEAVE AND RETIREMENT 11 
Professional Leave - Special Conditions 
All scale adjuslments to salaries granted during the period faculty members are on professional leave shall be 
applied to their aalarfes upoA 1billr 18lum as the salary adjustments occur, and If eligible, they shall benefit from 
ll8p Increases In salary. 
GRIEVANCE 11 
12.25 Grievance Procieduru [BT Motion 62101 2/10{891 
B. The following steps shall constitute the grievance procedure:
4. In the event the committee decides to hold an infonnal hearing, the procedures set forth In Section!
13.10 and 13.20 will apply.
BUDGET COMMI'ITEE 
MOTION: The following report from the Faculty Senate Budget Committee will be forwarded to the 
president by the Chair of the Faculty Senate in response to the president's request for input 
from the faculty. 
REPORT: Governor Lowry, the Senate Ways and Means Committee, the House budget proposal, and 
President Nelson have all stated the importance of reducing administrative costs and protecting the instructional 
component of the university. The President's memorandum of April 6 states these goals as: "Reduce 
administration without losing internal control or oversight capability," and "Mitigate the effect on instruction." 
The following list of items provides both general and specific suggestions for budgetary reductions that will allow 
the fundamental mission of the university to continue with only a modest loss in the academic integrity of the 
institution. Many of the items listed are often not normally considered as possible sources of savings in times 
of budgetary concern. It is the purpose of the Faculty Senate Budget Committee to present these items in order 
to begin a debate regarding the budgetary priorities of the university. 
It should be noted that these items represent a compilation of suggestions from faculty in response to a survey. 
The Budget Committee has attempted to group related responses together. In addition, for some items, the 
committee has presented a very brief statement of explanation. These statements are given merely to elaborate 
upon the expressed ideas or suggest alternatives that were not contained in the original responses. 
[ continued on next page] 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
MAINTAIN EXISTING ACADEMIC PROGRAMS. 
If existing programs must be cut, no new programs (i.e., "Decision Packages") should be funded. 
MlNIMIZE FUTURE EXPENDITURES ON ADMINISTRA TIVB ACTIVITIES. 
a. Administrators need to study the opportunity costs of a project before they begin the project.
That is, what teaching, grant writing, and research activities will be put aside in order to
accomplish the project. Administrators and others involved need to determine if this cost is
worth the benefits of the project.
b. Before a project is initiated, the outcomes of the project should be clearly specified. If the
project involves the collection of data, there should be a clearly specified reason for gathering
each piece of information. In short, the project should be well planned and well focused. For
example, many of the activities involved in the present academic planning process have been
superfluous and extremely costly. This has apparently been due to a poor understanding of
what information would be useful on the part of those managing the project. The push for
conversion to a semester system is another project which appears poised to siphon much
needed funds from the more important activities of the university. The merits of the quarter
system or the semester system can be debated, but the simple fact is that we are in no position
financially to expend hundreds of thousands of dollars to convert from one system to the other.
We should expend no further time discussing this proposal until the fiscal situation improves.
SUBSTANTIAL BUDGETARY REDUCTIONS CAN BE MADE BY CUTTING 
ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL. 
President Nelson's memorandum of May 15, 1992 regarding administrative reorganization states: "the 
recent budget cuts dictate that we now examine all administrative functions to reduce costs." It is time 
to take the president's recommendation seriously. Administrative reorganization should be the first 
source for absorbing budget cuts. There are many opportunities for consolidation of tasks into fewer 
administrative positions. This is especially the case in Business and Financial Affairs, Academic 
Services, and Student Affairs. 
The administrative reorganization announced in the above mentioned memorandum appears to have 
produced little actual savings. For example, a new position--Associate Registrar--has just been created 
and will be filled shortly. A portion of the duties of this new position were formerly part of the Dean 
of Undergraduate Studies. However, page four of the president's memorandum in reference to the 
elimination of the position of Dean of Undergraduate Studies states: �No additional staff shall be 
added." (President's underlining). It can be hoped that this dictum will not be violated. 
THE PHYSICAL PLANT BUDGET SHOULD BE CUT TO THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BY­
STATUTE. 
(In the past there has been a 5% limit on the cut that could be applied to this area.) In particular, 
grounds maintenance should be reduced to lowest possible level even at the expense of campus 
appearance. At a minimum, overwatering, mowing where unnecessary ( e.g., around the irrigation canal), 
etc. should be curtailed. Janitorial services could be cut 20% for a savings of $200,000 by not sweeping, 
emptying garbage cans, etc. on a daily basis, and providing less service in the summer when the traffic 
in many buildings is slight. Floor waxing and other non-critical maintenance could be done less 
frequently. 
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5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
THE ROLE OF THE ACADEMIC ADVISING OFFlCE SHOULD .BE MORE CLEARLY 
DEFINED WITH THE INTENT OF RETURNING ADVISING RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE 
FACULTY WHENEVER POSSIBLE. ($111,386) 
Much of the current work of this office should be eliminated. Faculty can and should resume the 
responsibility of student advising. In particular, the trend toward bureaucratizing the advising function 
should be reversed. If the office remains, it should limit itself to General Education advising and 
catalog interpretation. The catalog should be a self-advising document. 
INSTRUcnONAL FUNDING FOR THE FOOTBALL PROGRAM SHOULD BE ELIMINATED. 
This would also allow a savings in instruction funds for salaries, insurance, athletic administration, clinics 
and camps ($50,000). (Most of the community colleges have already eliminated football as too 
expensive.) This would help the gender balance in sports without forcing us to add new women's sports. 
The budget allocation for football for 1990/1991 was $30,950. For 1992/1993 it was $46,000. 
Other sports should be reviewed for selective elimination--CWU has the greatest number of sports 
teams in the state. 
THE SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR POSITION IN UNIVERSITY RELATIONS SHOULD 
BE ELIMINATED ANDTHEFUNCTION MOVEOTO'I'HE ATHLBTIC DIRECTOR (WITH NO 
INCREASE IN ATHLETIC DIRECTOR'S STAFF). 
REVIEW THE NEED FOR BUREAUCRATIC ASSISTANTS. 
For example, in 1972-1973, the President had a secretary and an assistant. In 1992-93, the President 
has two administrative assistants, a special assistant, a secretary, and a director of governmental 
relations. Such positions may or may not be needed now, however we should examine them all to make 
certain their functions are critical to the operation of the university. 
9. REDUCE PAPER FLOW.
10. 
11. 
a. Eliminate all self-promotional "newsletters." (e.g., the physical plant newsletter).
b. Eliminate duplicate publicity.
c. All announcements should be in Campus Bulletin rather than a separate piece of paper with
only a few lines of printing.
d. Catalog information should not be republished as announcements.
EXAMINE THE REAL COSTS OF COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. ($28,500) 
Much of the stated cost is for diplomas. However, the hidden costs and opportunity costs make the 
real figure higher than this. (E.g., building the stage, preparation of the sound system, etc.) 
REMEDIAL PROGRAMS SHOULD BE RE-EXAMINED AND/OR CONSOLIDATED. 
The Academic Skills Center and portions of the Access Program should be examined to determine if 
remediation should occur at the university level, and, if so, if we should move toward self-support in 
this area. 
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12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
RE-EXAMINE FUNDING SOURCES FOR THE WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER. ($45,237) 
This could be funded more appropriately through Associated Student funds (S & A) from savings due 
to the elimination of the football program if desired. 
DO NOT SUBSIDIZE NON-INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED FOR STUDENTS. 
ELIMINATE UNEARNED SABBATICALS AND "GOLDEN PARACHUTES" FOR 
ADMINISTRATORS WHEN THEY RETURN TO TEACHIN6. 
ELIMINA TETRA VEL THAT IS NOT DIRECTLY ACADEMIC OR INSTRUCTIONAL. ($200,000) 
LOBBY THE LEGISLATURE FOR RELIEF FROM THE SEPARATION OF CAPITAL AND 
OPERA TING BUDGETS. 
MAKE THE LIBRARY'S OPERATING HOURS 8 AM. TO 10 P.M. 
Consider opening a study area in the SUB which would not require professional staffing to handle late 
night student studying needs. 
FROZEN FACULTY POSITIONS SHOULD HAVE TOP PRIORITY WHEN MONEY IS 
AVAILABLE. 
REVIEW EXTENDED UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS AND OTHER.PROGRAMS TO DETERMINE 
WHICH ARB HIGHLY SELF-SUPPORT. <This recommendation does not include credit programs 
or the extended university centers which appear quite profitable.) 
Indeed over the past two decades administrative support areas have always shared in state general fund 
budget cuts, while our "self-support" programs have been encouraged to grow without a need to cover 
their full share of institutional support cost. (March 8, 1993 memorandum from Controller Joe 
Antonich to the Strategic Planning Committee regarding "Administrative Cost of 'Self-Support' 
Programs.") 
THE LATEST COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IS NOT ESSENTIAL FOR MANY OFFICES ON 
CAMPUS. 
Computing hardware and software should not be purchased without a clearly defined need. Computing 
power could be spread more widely if we examined the requirements of computer users before 
purchasing equipment for them. 
21. ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE ANALYZED FOR EFFICIENCY.
Administrative requests for computing functions should be justified by the mission of the university, not
simply because it is possible to perform such functions.
22. NEGOTIATE FACULTY AND STAFF FTE REDUCTIONS.
Every effort should be made to involve faculty and staff in developing plans for reductions that would
be mutually beneficial. For example, a staff member who would prefer a 9 month appointment rather
than 12 months should be encouraged to make this suggestion. In many offices, summer workloads
drop significantly and would make such adjustments useful.
ROLL CALL 1992-93
__ Bruce BAGAMERY /
/ Linda BEATH /
/Andrea BOWMAN/
_LJohn BRANGWIN ,,/
_LPeter BURKHOLDER/
_;L_Robert CARBAUGH ,,/
___L_David CARNS,,/
/Ken CORY/
/Bobby CUMMINGS /
_LBarry DONAHUE ./
�Barney ERICKSON/
__.tLEd GOLDEN i/"
,,,/ Ken HAMMOND .i/'
Russ HANSEN
_/Kris HENRY /
Erlice KILLORN /
,,/' Charles MCGEHEE/
/ Deborah MEDLAR /
/ Ivory NELSON
_L.Sidney NESSELROAD /
/ Vince NETHERY ./
__L_Steve OLSON v
/ Patrick OWENS /
. Rob PERKINS ({!'
/Jim PONZETTI /
/ Owen PRATZ /
=Dan RAMSDELL /
__ Anju RELAN
�on RINGE
_L'Dieter ROMBOY /
_LSharon ROSELL /
_LEric ROTH /
_. _Stephanie STEIN /
__ Alan TAYLOR//
/Thomas THELEN /
=RexWIRTH /
/.Thomas YEH
,-/Mark ZETTERBERG /
(AOSTERS\ROllCAI.L112; April 7, 1983) 
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__ Hugh SPALL
__ Dan FENNERTY
__ Madalon LALLEY
__ John UTZINGER
__ David HEDRICK
__ Walt KAMINSKI
__ Margaret SAHLSTRAND
__ George TOWN
__ Ken GAMON
__ Connie NOTT
__ Morris UEBELACKER
__ Michael OLIVERO
__ Patricia MAGUIRE
__ David KAUFMAN
__ Gary HEESACKER
__ Don SCHLIESMAN
__ Andrew SPENCER
__ Stephen JEFFERIES
__ Cathy BERTELSON
__ Ethan BERGMAN
__ Jim GREEN
�everly HECKART
__ Sylvia SEVERN
__ Robert BENTLEY
__ Stella MORENO
__ Roger VU
__ Geoffrey BOERS
__ Stephen SCHEPMAN
__ Robert GARRETT
__ John CARR
__ Jerry HOGAN /
__ Wesley VAN TASSEL
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Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary 
directly after the meeting. Thank you. 
TO: Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
FROM: 
RECEIVED 
APR· 1 9 �Cir'') , I k.,) 
Dolores 
1992-93 
For the 
J. Osborn, ChaiW
Faculty Senate Academic 
Committee 
Affairs Committee 
DATE: April 14, 1993 
SUBJECT: Semester Calendar 
The semester calendar proposed by James Pappas was discussed by 
the Committee at its February 8 and February 22 meetings. A 
recommendation was made to the Senate as a result of those 
discussions. Since that recommendation was not the action 
desired by the Senate, the following motion is proposed. 
Motion 
The Academic Affairs Committee moves that the quarter calendar be 
retained at the present time. 
Rationale: 
1. With the exception of Washington state University, all state
institutions--community colleges as well as universities-­
operate on the quarter calendar. 
a. Even though a trend toward semester calendars does exist
nationally, no such trend appears to be taking place in 
this state. 
b. Since many of Central's students transfer from state
community colleges, determining course equivalencies for
transfer purposes will be made more difficult than is 
currently the case. 
2. Cost savings are not likely to result. Additional costs
would result with the adoption of a semester calendar. 
No cost analysis has been made at this time. The cost of 
such a change and the length of time it will be before that
cost will be recovered must be calculated. Since monies are 
scarce, any expenditures must be fully justified and 
documented. 
3. In the long run, the academic benefit to students must be the
major consideration when determining the academic calendar. 
If the benefits to students are no greater under one academic 
calendar than another, a change is not justified. 
, Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
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4. The University has not considered the impact of any academic
calendar change on the Ellensburg community. University
faciiities are extensively used by the community during rodeo
time; a change in the academic calendar may have an economic
impact on the community.
5. Retaining the quarter calendar will perhaps be advantageous
to students who work during summer breaks in order to pay
future schooling costs.
c · Dr. Donald Schliesman 
Dr. James Pappas 
To: 
From: 
Re: 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Barney 
Faculty 
Libby 
Senate 
Erickson, Chair 
Senate Executive 
Street, Chair 
Personnel C 
Department of Psychology 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
(509) 963-2381
RECEIVED 
April 19, 1993 
Committee (,
"INU FACUUY SE' TE 
Salary Adjustment Proposal 
The Senate Personnel Committee has completed the salary adjustment proposal 
and brings it forward now for discussion by the Senate. 
I have attached the proposal and an accompanying letter that the Committee 
would like to have distributed at the May 5 meeting of the Senate. Our preference 
w o u 1 d be to have the report distributed at the time of our presentation on 
the 5th rather than with the agenda. We are then recommending that 
senators take time to consider the proposal and discuss it with their departmental 
colleagues before a full discussion by the Senate. This discussion could take place on 
the 19th of May with a vote scheduled for the last meeting of the year. 
Clearly there are code implications arising out of this proposal. It would be 
ideal if the Code Committee could begin their work on codifying the revisions early 
in 1993-94 so that the proposal could be fully implemented as soon thereafter as 
possible. 
Please let us know if you prefer a different strategy for disseminating the 
proposal and communicating about it. Otherwise, members of our committee will be 
available to attend the three remaining Senate meetings to answer questions and 
listen to discussion about the proposal. As you might imagine, we are eager to move 
forward with the proposal. It's been in committee long enough. 
Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 
To: 
From: 
Re: 
Central 
Washington 
LJniversity 
Faculty Senators 
Senate Personnel Committee 
Dave Anderson 
Department of Psychology 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
(509) 963-2381
May S, 1993 
Jim Hawkins 
Pat Maguire 
� Libby Street, Chair 
Blaine Wilson 
Salary Adjustment Proposal 
For about four years now, the Senate Personnel Committee has wrestled with · a charge to 
evaluate and revise the merit system. Members of the committees over these four years have 
interviewed and surveyed faculty and administrators, reviewed the literature about merit 
increases, and attempted to understand the root cause of the dissatisfaction that seems to 
plague our current system. Many of you have responded to surveys and previous draft 
proposals. Now we come to you with what we very much hope is a proposal that can become a 
reality . 
Notice that the word merit does not appear in favor of what we hope is a more descriptive
term: Salary Adjustment Based on Contribution. Probably in the end, we will all call 
the increments that are described merit, but for now, we'd like to focus on the importance of 
recognition through salary adjustment of each faculty member's contributions to the 
univers ity. 
You may be thinking that this is a bad time to talk about salary adjustment since the 
legislature is making it fairly clear that none will be forthcoming in the next biennium. 
Another way to look at it, however, is that now is the time to thoughtfully consider the 
current system and have a less divisive plan in place when salary adjustment funds are 
returned to the budget. 
There are several things we'd like you to do with this proposal before it is formally 
discussed by the Senate. First, we'd like you to read it thoroughly. Second, we'd like you to 
contact Libby Street or another member of the Senate Personnel Committee if there are 
sections of the proposal about which you have questions. Third, we ask that you discuss the 
proposal with the members of your department. Fourth, we ask that you come to the next 
Senate meeting prepared to discuss three primary aspects of the proposal: the use of ratings 
in relation to qualifying criteria rather than rankings in relation to peers as the basis for 
salary adjustment; the appropriateness of the level 1 and level 2 criteria that are 
recommended; and the workability of the recommended strategy for distribution of money in 
relation to levels. 
We have concluded that faculty morale has been particularly affected by the number of 
false negatives that have resulted from the current merit system. Many faculty told of 
individuals within their departments who were, in everyone's opinion, clearly deserving of a 
,j· merit increment, but none was forthcoming because the merit list was cut off before all 
deserving faculty had been rewarded. In many cases, a colleague whose work was not 
significantly different was included in the merit pool. Faculty members suggested that the 
current system results in an arbitrary and capricious distinction between those who do and 
those who do not receive a merit increment. Thus, a major change in the current proposal 
requires the distribution of whatever money is available to all of those who meet established 
criteria.  
We also heard that departments differ in significant ways in their mission and in the 
resulting faculty performance standards. Our first thought had been to ask departments to 
establish their own criteria without any university-wide standard. However, we were asked to 
attempt a university-wide set of minimum criteria that might guide departments toward 
common criteria. These criteria are attached. They might be too tough or too easy. We 
recommend that you think about your colleagues in relation to the criteria as they are 
currently stated. Could those people whom you believe to be deserving of a salary adjustment 
for consistent good performance earn a level 1 increment according to these criteria? Would 
individuals whom you believe to be undeserving also end up in the level 1 pool? Do the level 2 
criteria form the basis for a discrimination that you believe is appropriate? The criteria can 
and should be adjusted to ensure reasonable social validity. 
It is also possible that the criteria are not inclusive of all the diversity that our different 
disciplines demand. We have attempted to ensure that artists, scientists, student teaching 
supervisors, and economists are equally likely to find themselves in the criteria. If we have 
failed to do so, please let us know how we can reword the criteria to make it so. 
Notice that in every case, we refer to a faculty member meeting "departmental criteria 
for _____ " We strongly recommend, particularly for the benefit of the newest faculty of 
the University, that every department refine these minimum criteria in relation to the 
m1ss1on of the department and the demands of the discipline. For example, under teaching 
criteria we suggest that the department should establish standards for student evaluation. We 
thought the department might select certain items from our current or some revised SEOI and 
specify a level of student satisfaction that is necessary to be considered at level 1 or level 2. 
We were hesitant to establish the standards university-wide because we recognize the 
differences in ratings that occur between, for example, general education courses and major 
courses. However, each department should have a pretty good idea of what is acceptable and 
what is excellent. We also talk about the quality of advising as a requirement related to 
teaching excellence. Some departments have developed a form to assess the quality of student 
advising; others may wish to do so as well. 
The success of this proposal hinges on the willingness of each member of the faculty, 
each chair, and each dean to fairly apply the standards that are established. Like any system, 
this one can be short-circuited. We believe the system we are recommending can reduce the 
divisiveness of our current system, can promote collegiality among faculty, and can reduce 
the perceived need to enhance one's individual record. We strongly believe that many faculty 
in the university contribute in significant ways to the life of the university and to the success 
of our students. We would like to work toward a system that recognizes these contributions in 
a fair and equitable way. 
EVALUATION OF AND SALARY ADJUSTMENT BASED ON CONTRIBUTION 
Senate Personnel Committee Proposal: April 19, 1993 
As sum p tions  
> > > 1 .  Faculty members are expected to make contributions to the university through 
teaching, scholarship, and service. Minimum performance standards are implicit for most 
university faculty; however, standards can be explicitly articulated. Many faculty members 
contribute to the university in ways that exceed these minimum acceptable levels. These 
exceptional contributions enhance the university and the faculty members who make them. 
>>> 2. While any number of possible levels of teaching, scholarship, and service 
contribution could be envisioned, the number of levels should be such that each level can be 
explicitly defined in terms of general criteria that are shared across the university and 
specific criteria that may be unique to individual departments. 
>>> 3. Individual faculty members 
performance in relation to the criteria. 
faculty member meets or does not meet 
of ranking in relation to peers. 
should receive feedback on a yearly basis about their 
In all cases, feedback should identify whether a 
the criteria; in no case should feedback be in the form 
>> > 4. A salary adjustment system should be derived that benefits individuals in relation
to the degree (level) of contribution they are making. 
>>> 5. Faculty, chairs, and deans are willing and able to fairly evaluate the performance 
of their peers. 
>>> 6. 
reasonable 
The administration should advocate for salary adjustment packages that permit 
recognition of faculty contributions. 
>>> 7. There may be times when the legislature provides no or limited salary adjustment 
funds to the university; it is virtually impossible to establish a system of evaluation and salary 
adjustment within this context that avoids all demoralizing components. This proposal 
attempts to ensure that clarity and equity within the university's evaluation system will exist 
and that to the degree the legislature funds salary adjustment, all individuals who are 
contributing to the university will benefit in salary adjustment. 
>>> 8. The amount of the salary increment that shall be devoted to promotion and equity 
adjustment shall be recommended by the Provost; the amount that shall be devoted to the basic 
scale adjustment shall be recommended by the Faculty Senate. The remaining amount shall be 
distributed as described in this proposal. ALL recommendations require the approval of the 
President and the Board of Trustees. 
Proposal  
>>> 1. Each faculty member's contributions will be evaluated each year. These 
evaluations will provide feedback to faculty and will form the basis for decisions about salary 
advancement, promotion in rank, and tenure. This proposal addresses only feedback and 
salary advancement. 
>>> 2. Evaluations will be based on specific criteria that are developed at the 
departmental level in compliance with minimum university wide standards (see attached) and 
that are published in advance. The dean will work with department chairs to ensure that 
individual departmental criteria are in compliance with minimum university wide standards 
and are comparable across departments ... 
>>> 3. For the purpose of translating evaluations into salary adjustment, two levels of 
criteria will be established. Individuals who meet the criteria specified in the first level will 
achieve one unit (see definition later) of salary adjustment; those who meet the criteria 
specified in both the first and second level will achieve two units of salary adjustment. 
>>> 4. To be considered eligible for a level 1 salary increment, an individual must meet 
the level 1 criteria established in il.t.b.. of teaching, scholarship, and service. 
>>> 5. To be considered eligible for a level 2 salary increment, an individual must have 
met the requirements for a level 1 salary increment and in addition must meet the 
criteria for a level 2 salary increment in any one area of teaching, scholarship, and service. 
>>> 6. Eligibility is never automatic although the University is advantaged when ALL 
members of the faculty meet the criteria established for a level 1 increment. Level 2 
increments are expected to be more rare than level 1 increments, though the number of 
people eligible should be completely a function of performance in relation to the criteria. 
>>> 7. Evaluations will be conducted independently by the department chair, a 
departmental personnel committee (either elected or a committee of the whole) and the 
school dean using common criteria. The evaluations will identify whether a person meets or 
does not meet the criteria; in no case will individuals be ranked in relation to their peers. 
>>> 8. Individuals who are judged to have met the criteria at either level by any two of 
the dean, chair, and personnel committee shall be awarded the salary unit increment except 
that when the dean's evaluation finds the faculty member not eligible and the other two 
bodies find him or her eligible, there shall be a resolution of the disagreement in a meeting 
between the dean, the chair and the personnel committee. 
>>> 9. Faculty members shall receive copies of their own evaluations. 
>>> 10. Individuals may appeal what they believe to be wrongful findings to a University 
Wide Evaluation Appeals Committee composed of six members, two each elected by the faculty 
from each school. 
>>> 11. Level 1 evaluations shall be based on performance since the last level 1 (or in 
the old system, merit) award. Level 2 evaluations shall be based on performance since the last 
level 2 (or in the old system, merit) award. 
>>> 12. A salary adjustment unit shall be established by dividing the money available 
from the legislature (less that used for scale adjustment, equity adjustment or promotion) by 
the number of individuals eligible only at level 1 plus two times those eligible at level 2. These 
units will then be distributed one each to all faculty at level 1 and two each to all faculty at 
level 2 except that units shall always represent a minimum of .5% (technically .4939) scale 
adjustment or a multiple of .5%. Available money between multiples of .5% shall be distributed 
as scale adjustments. 
TEACHING CRITERIA--LEVEL I 
MUST ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING 
CORE ACCOMPLISHMENI'S 
>>Student evaluation of instruction, according to departmental
criteria for items and level of proficiency
>>Course content evaluations by peers, supervisors, or students
reflects meets departmental criteria for content, approach,
evaluation, and assessment
>>Teaching reflects stated philosophy and mission statement that
is consistent with the departmental mission statement and
philosophy
PLUS ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
SUPPORTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
>>Advising support and excellence, including availability and
accessibility to students, appropriate support and representation of 
departmental policies and procedures, proportionate share of 
student advisement, and timely and competent advisement
activity
>>Course development or development of new departmental
programs in response to departmental mission
>>Upgrading of teaching through specific instructional or
evaluative innovations such as the addition of technological
advancements
>>Proportional participation on undergraduate and graduate
thesis committees
>>Peer review of classroom teaching that evidences compliance
with departmental criteria
>>Teaching recognition awards
TEACHING CRITERIA--LEVEL II 
MUST ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING 
CORE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
»Student evaluation of instruction, according to departmental
criteria for items and level of proficiency
»Course content evaluations by peers, supervisors, or students
reflects meets departmental criteria for content, approach,
evaluation, and assessment
»Teaching reflects stated philosophy and mission statement that
is consistent with the departmental mission statement and
philosophy
»Advising support and excellence, including availability and
accessioility to students, appropriate support and representation of 
departmental and university-wide policies and procedures, 
proportionate share of student advisement, and timely and 
competent advisement activity. 
PLUS ANY TWO OF THE FOLLOWING 
SUPPORTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
>>Course development or development of new departmental
programs in response to departmental mission
>>Upgrading of teaching through specific instructional or
evaluative innovations such as the addition of technological
advancements
>>Proportional participation on undergraduate and graduate
thesis committees
>>Peer review of classroom teaching that evidences compliance
with departmental criteria
>>Teaching recognition awards
SCHOLARSHIP CRITERIA--LEVEL I 
I MUST ACHIEVE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ICORE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
»Author or coauthor of a textbook
>>Author or oo-authorof a chapter in a textbook
»Editor of a textbook
»Author or co-author of an article submitted and/or published in
a refereed journal
»Development and performance, presentation, or publication of
a major artistic work
>>A major scientific discovery or innovation
>>Major grant funded
»Presents papers at regional or higher conferences
>>Publishes articles in scholarly, but non-refereed journals
OR ANY TWO OF THE FOLLOWING 
SUPPORTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
>>Serves on an editorial board for a scholarly journal
>>Reviews texts or other materials for a publishing firm
>>Submission of a grant or proposal
>>Evidence of substantial activity on works in progress
>>Performance or development of an artistic work
>>Development or dissemination of new or innovative
educational technology
>>Consultation to improve one's academic status or scholarship.
>>Attends seminars, conferences, and other formal/informal
professional development activities relevant to professional
responsibilities
>>Local performance or presentation of an artistic work
SCHOLARSHIP CRITERIA--LEVEL II 
I MUST ACHIEVE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ICORE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
»Author or coauthor of a textbook
»Author or co-author of a chapter in a textbook
»Editor of a textbook
»Author or co-author of an article submitted and/or published in
a refereed journal
>>Development and performance, presentation, or publication of
a major artistic work
>>A major scientific discovery or innovation
>>Major grant funded
»Presents papers at regional or higher conferences
>>Publishes articles in scholarly, but non-refereedjournals
OR ANY THREE OF THE FOLLOWING 
SUPPORTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENI'S 
>>Serves on an editorial board for a scholarly journal
>>Reviews texts or other materials for a publishing firm.
>>Submission of a grant or proposal
>>Evidence of substantial activity on works in progress
>>Performance or development of an artistic work
>>Development or dissemination of new or innovative
educational technology
>>Consultation to improve one's academic status or scholarship.
>>Attends seminars, conferences, and other formal/informal
professional development activities relevant to professional
responsibilities
>>Local performance or presentation of an artistic work
SERVICE CRITERIA-LEVEL I 
I 
MUST MEET DEPARTMENTAL CRITERIA IN 
IAT LEAST TWO AREAS 
>>Uses professional expertise to assist in community
improvement
>>Coordinates or participates in activities related to one's
discipline for groups outside of the university population (e.g.,
Senior Ventures)
>>Serves as an officer or committee member of a scholarly or
governmental organization
>>Serves on juries related to field of expertise (e.g., music
competition)
>>Provides service to University students in a non-university
setting
>>Serves as an advisor to student organizations
>>Serves on university committees
>>Completes efforts for the public good (e.g., costuming for a
publicly presented play, designs art exhibit for public
dissemination)
>>Consultation where the primary emphasis is community
service
>>Presentations for the community good
SERVICE CRITERIA--LEVEL II 
I 
MUST MEET DEPARTMENTAL CRITERIA IN 
IAT LEAST FOUR AREAS 
>>Uses professional expertise to assist in community
improvement
>>Coordinates or participates in activities related to one's
discipline for groups outside of the university population (e.g.,
Senior Ventures)
>>Serves as an officer or committee member of a scholarly or
governmental organization
>>Serves on juries related to field of expertise (e.g., music
competition).
>>Provides service to University students in a non-university
setting
>>Serves as an advisor to student organizations
>>Serves on university committees
>>Completes efforts for the public good (e.g., costuming for a
publicly presented play, designs art exhibit for public
dissemination)
>>Consultation where the primary emphasis is community
service
>>Presentations for the community good
� 
Current Salary Steps with Proposed Unit Increments .. 
1 26,727 26,859 26,992 27,125 27,259 27,394 
2 27,529 27,665 27,802 27,939 28,077 28,216 
3 28.355 28,495 28,636 28 777 28,920 29,062 
4 29,206 29,350 29,495 29,641 29,787 29,934 
5 30,082 30,230 30,380 30,530 30,680 30,832 
6 30,984 31,137 31,291 31 446 31,601 31,757 
7 31,194 32,072 32,230 32,389 32,549 32,710 
8 32,871 33,033 33,196 33,360 33,525 33,691 
9 33,857 34,024 34.192 34 361 34,531 34.702 
10 34,873 35,045 35,218 35,392 35,567 35,743 
11 35,919 36,096 36,275 36,454 36,634 36,815 
12 36 997 37 180 37.363 37 548 37.733 37.920 
13 38,107 38,295 38,484 38,674 38,865 39,057 
14 39,250 39 444 39,639 39,835 40,031 40,229 
15 40 428 40,628 40.828 41,030 41,233 41.436 
16 41,641 41,847 42,053 42,261 42.470 42,679 
17 42,890 43,102 43,315 43,529 43.744 43,960 
18 44 177 44,395 44.614 44,835 45.056 45.278 
19 45,502 45,727 45,953 46,179 46,408 46,637 
20 46,867 47,098 47,331 47,565 47,800 48,036 
21 48.273 48 511 48.751 48,992 49.234 49 477 
22 49,721 49,967 50,213 50,461 50.711 50,961 
23 51.213 51,466 51,720 51,975 52,232 52,490 
24 52.749 53 009 53.271 53 534 53.798 54 064 
25 54,331 54,599 54,869 55,140 55,412 55,686 
26 55,961 56,237 56,515 56,794 57,075 57,357 
27 57.640 57.925 58.211 58 498 58.787 59 077 
28 59,369 59 662 59,957 60,253 60,550 60 849 
29 61,150 61,452 61,756 62,061 62,367 62,675 
30 62,985 
,/ 
TO: 
FROM: 
Faculty 
Dolores 
Faculty 
For the 
Senate Executive Committee 
J. Osborn, Chair&QY
Senate Academic Affairs Committee
Committee 
DATE: April 15, 1993 
RECEIVED 
APR 1 9 19S3 
CWU FACUUY SENATE 
SUBJECT: Upper Division Liberal Arts Degree Requirements 
The Academic Affairs Committee recommends no action be taken on 
the proposal submitted by Roger Garrett, Communication, regarding 
upper division liberal arts requirements. 
A copy of the memo sent to Dr. Garrett by Kris Henry for the 
Committee is enclosed. As stated in that memo, the Committee 
understands that Don Cummings has or will be presenting a 
proposal that is similar or at least related to that presented by 
Dr. Garrett. Consequently, we suggest that no action be taken by
the Senate on this matter at this time. Perhaps Dr. Garrett and 
Dr. Cummings might work together on the development of a proposal 
if, in fact, Dr. Cummings' plan has not yet been presented. 
Enclosure 
'AS 
' __ ; 
cwu . , � :· . .··. . ,, . 
Associated Students Central Washington University 
SUB 106 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
(509) 963-1693
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 
Roger Garrett 
Kris Henry, Acting Secretary, 
Academic Affairs Committee 
February 23, 1993 
Proposal for Additional Degree Requirement 
The Senate Academic Affairs Committee is starting to consider your 
proposal for an additional degree requirement. We have briefly 
looked over you proposal and have a few points we would like to 
suggest up to date. As you know, Don Cummings has proposed a few 
drafts of the reorganization of CLAS. In his latest draft 
(Strategic Plan, Feb. 1993, 1st page) he states a similar proposal 
that relates to yours. Possibly this might be comparable to what 
the intent is in your proposal. The Committee is generally in favor 
of an upper division in Liberal Arts requirements, however concerned 
with the number of credits (30) assigned for the full requirement. 
Roger, If you would like to submit any more views or ideas on this 
issue, please feel free to contact the committee. 
KH.ctg 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Office of 1he Presiden1 
l3ouillon 208H 
follensbur).!. Wilshi11g1011 
9892()-750() 
(50�)) 9fi3-2111 
May 5, 1993 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Board of Trustees, Vice Presidents, Deans, 
Department Chairs, Program Directors, Faculty 
Senate Chair, Council of Faculty Representatives, 
ASCWU President 
SUBJECT: Major Higher Education Legislation 
1993 Legislative Session 
Attached is a summary of major higher education legislation 
which passed the 1993 Legislature and has been delivered to 
Governor Lowry. Also included is legislation of interest 
which did not pass. 
Please feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss 
details. 
-111 Ii� � �111 '111 
M�ryB. Marcyf, Director 
Governmental Relations 
jm 
Attachment 
MAJOR HIGHER ED LEGISLATION 
FROM 1993 LEGISLATIVE SESSION 
Major Higher Ed Legislation Through '93 Legislature: 
HB 2054 
SHB 1082 
SHB 1094 
SHB 1209 
SSB 5306 
Governor's Civil Service Refonn 
Provides for HEPB to become part of larger 
Department of Human Resources. Current rules would 
remain intact, changeable only through public 
hearing. Creates task force to study collective 
bargaining and contracting out for civil service 
employees. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
Student Alcohol/Hi Ed 
Requires development of comprehensive plan to 
combat student alcohol abuse to be submitted to 
HECB by 1/1/94. 
Status: Delivered to Governor. 
Hi Ed Courses in Sequence 
Authorizes HECB to assess best methods of ensuring 
students receive courses in sequence and graduate 
expeditiously. Must consider agreements between 
institutions of hi ed & students to ensure 
availability of courses as a means of addressing 
problem. 
Status: Delivered to Governor. 
K-12 Ed Refonn
Omnibus ed reform bills as derived from GCERF 
recommendations. Includes parameters for student 
learning goals, Commission on Student Learning, 
deregulation, beginning teacher assessment, and 
assistance for educators and parents. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
1 
SHB 1372 
SHB 1504 
HB 1509 
SHB 1603 
SSB 5781 
Accountablity Task Force 
Creates govt accountability task force. OFM to 
develop & implement planning process for key areas 
of state govt. Prohibits legislature from 
consideration of bill which makes an approp unless 
bill specifies goals for the approp. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
TESC Access to Normal School Trust Funds 
Phases in Evergreen access to normal school timber 
trust funds. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
Hi Ed Management Flexibility 
Increases the flexibility of institutions of hi ed 
to manage personnel, construction, purchasing, 
printing and tuition. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
College Promise/ Tuition and Financial Aid 
Restructures WA financial aid program into College 
Promise to expand & modify the state need grant 
program; work study program; & EEOG program. Makes 
guidelines for approps from general fund to hi ed 
institutions. 
Status: Passed House unanimously; Amended onto 
Jesernig bill (SSB5781). Governor will veto if 
passes Senate and House before sine die. 
Hi Ed Access 
States intent of Legislature to fund hi ed ERL in 
manner that accords w/ HECB goal of being in 90th 
percentile funding/access by 2010. Requires 
Governor to develop budget that honors this goal. 
Status: HB 1603 amend onto 5781. See above. 
2 
SHCR 4408 
SSB 5075 
HB 5402 
ESHB 1744 
3 
Master Plan for Hi Ed/ HECB 
Approves goals of the update of the HECB master 
plan. Appoints task force by 10/1/93 to study 
funding policies and revenue sources for 
postsecondary ed. 
Status: Filed 
Prohibits Hazing/ Hi Ed 
Prohibits hazing at hi ed institutions. Violation 
could result in forfeiture of entitlement of 
scholarships and public honors. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
Study literacy in math/science/technology 
Institute for public policy authorized to study 
benefits of achieving broad social literacy in 
math/science/techonology. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
LEOFF Provisions 
Reduces retirment age for police and firefighteres 
from 58 to 55 under LOEFF II retirement system. 
Status: Delivered to Governor 
Major Legislation Now Dead: 
SHB 1468 
SHB 1005 
HB 1222 
HB 1364 
HB 1433 
HB 1312 
HB 1345 
Hi Ed Collective Bargaining 
Enabling legislation to allow faculty to 
collectively bargain at institutions of hi ed. 
Students on Governing Boards 
Adds student members to governing boards of hi ed 
institutions. 
Hi Ed Salary Increases 
Prohibits HEPB from authorizing incremental salary 
increases or reclassification without legislative 
appropriation. 
Hi Ed Voluntary Student Fees 
Authorizes negative check-off system for collection 
of student fees. 
Cascade State University 
Establishes Cascade State University. Deletes 
provision for branch campus of UW in Bothell &
transfers all power, duties functions & personnel 
to CSU. 
Spokane State University 
Changes name of Eastern Washington University to 
Spokane State University. 
Indoor Smoking Areas 
Requries designated indoor smoking areas in every 
city, county, statee building in which 25 or more 
persons work. 
4 
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PART VI 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
NEW S�CTION. Sec. 601. HIGUER EDUCATION. The appropriatio�s in
sections 602 through 610 of this act are subject co the following 
conditions and limitations: 
(1.) "Institutions of higher education" means the insti::.utions 
receiving appropriations under sections 602 through 608 of this act. 
(2) The general fund--state appropriations in sections 602 through
608 of this act represent significant reductions in current funding 
levels. In order to provide each institution of higher education with 
the capability of effectively managing within their unigue 
requirements, some flexibility in implementing these reductions is 
permitted. This will assure the continuation of t.he highest quality 
higher education gystem possible within available resources. In 
establishing spending plans for the next biennium, each institution 
shall address the needs of 'its students in keeping with the following 
directives: (a) Establishing reductions of a pennanent nature by 
avoiding short term solutions; (b) not reducing enrollmer.ts below 
budgeted levels; (c) maintainir!g the current resident to nonresident 
student proportions; (d) protecting undergraduate programs �nd support . .
services; (e) protecting assessment activities; (f) protecting minority 
recruitment and retention efforts; (g) protecting the state's 
investment in facilities; (h) using institutional strategic plans as a 
guide for reshaping institutional expenditures; and (i) increasing 
efficiencies through administrative reductions, program consolidation, 
the elimination of duplication, the use of other resources, and 
productivity improvements. Each institution of higher education and 
the state board for community and technical colleges shall submit a 
report to the legislative fiscal committees by July 1, 1993, on their 
spending plans for the �993-95 biennium. The report shou.ld address the 
approach taken with respect to each of the directives in this 
subsection. A second report responding to the �ame directives shall be 
submitted by November i, 1993, which describes the implementation of 
the spending plan and its effects. 
( 3) The appropriations in sections 60:2 through 608 of this act
provide state general fund support for student full time equivalent 
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l enrollments at each institution of higher education. The state general 
2• fund budget is further premised on a level of specific student tuition 
3 revenue coll�cted into and expended from the institutions of higher 
4 education--general local accounts. Listed below are the annual full 
s time equivalent student enrol.lments by institution assumed in this act. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 University of Washington 
11 Main campus . . . . • 
12 Evening Degree Program . . . 
13 Tacoma branch . . . . 
14 Bothell branch . . 
15 Washington State University 
16 Main campus . . . . . . 
17 Spokane branch . . . . . . 
18 Tri-Cities branch 
19 Vancouver branch 
20 Central Washington University 
21 Eastern Washington University 
22 The Evergreen State College . 
23 Western Washington University 
24 State Board for Community and 
25 Technical Colleges . . . 
26 Higher Education Coordinating 
27 Board t • • I • I I I I I 9 
1993-94 1994-95 
Annual Annual 
Average Average 
FTE F·TE 
29,762 .29,826 
465 525 
450 490 
427 449 
15,965 15,991 
248 258 
519 541 
511 595 
6,666 6,810 
7,429 ? / 573, 
3,226 3,258 
9,216 9,360 
107,670 110,386 
so 50 
28 NEW SECTION. Sec. 602. FOR. 'raS STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNI'I'Y AND 
29 TECHNICAL COLLEGBS 
30 General Fund--State Appropriation . .  
31 
32 
33 
.34 
General Fund- - Federal Appropriatic::m 
Industrial Insurance Premium Refund 
Account Appropriation . . . . .  
Employment and Training Trust 
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. . . . . . . . ' 
$ 676,763 1 000 
$ 11,403,000 
$ 12,000 
'.l 
2 
Fund Appropriation . . . . . .  . 
TOTAL APPROPRIATION . .. . . . . .. 
$ 35,120, 000 
$ 723,298,000 
3 The appropriations in this section are subject to the following 
4 conditions and limitations: 
5 ( 1) $2, B 83, 000 of the general fund- - state appropriation is provided
6 solely for 500 supplemental FTE enr0llment slots to implement section 
7 17, chapter 315, Laws of 1991 (timber-dependent· communities). 
8 (2) $35,120,000 of the employment and training trust fund
9 appropriation is provided ·solely for training and related. support 
10 services specified in Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1�88 
11 (employment and training). Of this amqunt: 
12 (a) $27,630, ·ooo shall provide enrollment opportunity for 3, 5 oo full
13 time equivalent students in fiscal year 1994 and 5,000 full time 
14 equivalent students in fiscal year 1;}9 5, The state board.for comrnunicy 
15 ·-and · technical ·colleges· shall allocate· the enrollments, with a minimum
16 of 225 each year to Grays Harbor College; 
17 (b) $3,245,000 shall provide child care for the chilqren Of the
18 student enrollments funded in (a) of this subsection; 
19 ( c) $500,000 shall provide t:ransportation funding for the student
20 enrollments funded in (a) of this subsection; 
.. 
21 (d) $3,745,000 shall provide financial aid for the student
22 enrollments funded in (a) of th,:,.s subsection. 
2 3 If Engrossed Substitute House Bill No. 1988 is not enacted by June 
24 30, 1993, this appropriation sha�l lapse. 
25 (3) $3,425,000 of th� general fund--state appropriation is provided
26 solely for assessment of student outcomes. 
27 (4) $1,412,000 of th� general fund--state appropriation is provided
28 solely to recruit and retain minorities. 
29 (5) For purposes of RCW 28B.l5.515(2), there is no upper enrollment
30 variance limit and college dis':ricts may enroll students above the 
31 general fund--state level. 
32 ( 6) The appropriations in th:i.s section shall not be used for salary
33 increases including increments, but may be used for increments required 
34 to be paid under chapter 41.06 RCW except as restricted under section 
35 913 of this act. 
36 (7)· $150,000 of the general fund-�state appropriation is provided
37 solely for the two-plus-two program at Olympic College. 
38 (8) $3,364,000 of the general fund--state appropriation is provided
39 solely for instructional equipment for technical colleges. 
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1, 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2.2 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
138 
-..._/ 
39 
NEW SECTION. Sec. 603. POR TBE UNIVERSITY or WASHINGTON 
General Fund Appropriation . . . . .. $ 507,618,000 
Medical Aid Fund Appropriation . . . . . . . $ 3,756,000 
Accident Fund Appropriati,on . . , . . . . . . , $ 3,762,000 
Death Investigations Account Appropriation . . . $ 1,282,000 
Oil Spill Ad.ministration Account Appropriation 
Health Services Account Appropriation . 
TOTAL APPROPRIATION .. 
$ 236,000 
$ 5,800,000 
$ 522,454,000 
The appropriations in this ·S4:idtion are subject to the following 
conditions and limitations: 
( 1) $10,004, 000 of the general fund appropriation is provided
solely to operate upper-division and graduate level courses offered at 
the Tacoma branch campus. 
( 2) $10,499,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided
solely to operate upper-division and graduate level courses offered at 
the Bothell branch campus. 
(3) The University of Washington shall prepare a plan to remedy the
cause of disparate market gaps in compensation for professional/exempt 
employees and 1 ibrarians. The plan shall be presented to the 
legislative fiscal and policy conunittees by January 1, 1994. 
(4) $2,300,000 of the health services account appropriation is
provided solely for the implementation of Engrossed $econd.Substitute 
Senate Bill No. 5304 (health carE! reform) to increase the supply of 
primary health care providers. If Engrossed Second Subst�tute Senate 
Bill No. 5304 is not enacted by June 30, 1993, this appropriation shall 
lapse. 
(5) $300,000 of the health services account appropriation is
provided solely to expand community�based training for physician
assistants. If Engrossed Second Substitute Senate ·Bill No. 5304. is not 
enacted by June 30, 1993, this appropriation shall. lapse. 
(6) $300,000 of the health services account appropriation is
provided solely for the advanc4�d registered nurse program. If 
Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 53 04 is n.ot enacted by June 
30, 1993, this appropriation shall lapse. 
( 7) $2,900, 000 of the heal th services account appropriation is
provided solely for health benefits for teaching and research 
assistants pursuant to Engrossed House Bill No. 2123. 
(8) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes. 
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Q (9) $648,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
2 to recruit and retain minorities. 
3 . (10) The University of Washington shall maintain essential 
4 requirements level funding for the family practice residency network 
S within the school of medicine. 
6 irnw �Er;;::rroN. Sec. 604, FOR WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY 
7 General Fund App�opriation . . . . • $ 292-, 460, 000 
B Health Services Account Appropriation $ 1,400,000
9 TOTAL APPROPRIATlON . . $ 293,860,000 
10 The appropriations in this section are subject to the following 
11 conditions and limitations: 
12 ( 1) $8 1 3'38 1 000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
13 to operate upper-division and graduate level courses and other 
14 educational services offered at the Vancouver branch campus. 
15 (2) $6,420, 000 of the gener�.1 fund appropriation is provided solely
16 to operate upper-division and graduate level courses and other 
17 educational services offered at the Tri-Cities branch campus. 
10 (3} $7,062,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely 
19 to operate graduate and professional level courses and other 
20 educational services offered at the Spokane branch campus. 
21 (4) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
22 for assessment of student outcomes. 
23 (5) $280,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
24 to recruit and retain minorities. 
25 (6) $85,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
26 for the implementation of section 7 of Second Engrossed Substitute 
27 House Bill No. 1309 or substantially similar legislation. 
28 (7} $1,400,000 of the hea:.th services account appropriation is 
29 provided solely for health benefits for teaching and research 
30 assistants pursuant to Engrossed House Bill No. 2123. 
31 (8) $262,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
32 for the poultry diagnostic lab. 
33 (9) $120,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
34 for the aquaculture certification center. 
35 NEW SECTIQN. Sec. 605. FOR EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
36 General Fund Appropriation . .  , , . , 
37 Health Services Account Appropriation 
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$ 
$ 
72,813,000 
200,000 
H-272S.l/93
l TOTAL APPROPRIATION . • t I • e • . .  $ 73,013,000
2 The appropriations in this section are subject to the following
3 conditions and limitations: 
4 (l) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
s for assessment of student outcomes. 
6 (2) $186,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
7 to recruit and retain minorities, 
8 ( 3) $2 00, 000 of the heal th services account appropriation is
9 provided solely for health benefits for teaching and research 
10 assistants pursuant to Engrossed House Bill No. 2123. 
ll ID.;W SECTION,. Sec:i. 606. FOR CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
12 General Fund Appropriation 
13 Health Services Account Appropriation . 
14 TOTAL APPROPRIATION . , 
' . 
• 
. . 
I I 
. . 
$ 
$ 
$ 
66,482,000 
140,000 
66,622,000 
15 The appropriations in this section are subject to the following 
16 conditions and limitationsJ 
17 (1) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
18 for assessment of student outcomes. 
19 (2) $140,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
20 to recruit and retain minorities. 
21 (3) $140,000 of the health sel-vices account appropriation is.
22 provided solely for health for benefits teaching and research 
23 assistants pursuant to Engross-ad House Bfll No. 2123, 
24 
25 
�EW SECTION. Sec. 607. POR TBE EVERGREEN STATE COLLKGE
General Fund Appropriation • • f , e I e e a e II f • $ 37,207,000 
26 The appropriation in this section is subject to the following 
27 conditions and limitations: 
28 (l) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
29 for assessment of student outcomes. 
30 (2) $94,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely �o
31 recruit and retain minorities. 
32 (3) $410,000 of the general fund--state appropriation is provided
33 solely for the public schools partnership program. 
,_/ 3 4 NEW SECTION. Sec. 608. POR 'RESTERN WASB!NGTON UNIVERSITY 
35 General Fund Appropriation I • • • I I I • • $ 81,618,000 
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2:2 
23 
24 
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34 
35 
36 
Health Services Account Appropriation 
TOTAL APPROPRIATION . . 
$ 
$ 
200,000 
81,810,000 
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following 
conditions and lirni'tations: 
(1) $372,000 of the general fund appropriation is provided solely
for assessment of student outcomes. 
(2) $186,000 of the general fund approp4iation is provide solely to
recruit and retain minorities. 
(3) $200,000 of the health services account appropriation is
provided solely for health benefits for teaching and research 
assistants pursuane to Engrossed House Bill No. 2123. 
NEW SEC'tlQ,N.., Seo. 609, POR. THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING 
BOARD--POLICY COOlWINATIOH AND ADMINISTRATION' 
General Fund··State Appropriation . 
General Fund--Federal Appropriation , 
TOTAL APPROPRIATION . 
• • • .. I . . 
• • 
$ 
$ 
$ 
4,018,000 
265,000 
4,283,000 
The appropriations in thie section are p�ovided to carr:y out the 
policy coordination, planning, studies, and administrative functions of 
the board and are subject to the following conditions and limitations: 
$717,000 of the general fund--state appropriation is provided solely 
for enrollment to implement sections 18 through 21, chapter 315, Laws 
of 1991 (timber dependent commu�ities) ,· The number of seudents served 
shall be SO full time equivalent students per fiscal_year.
NEW SECTION, Sec. 610, P'OR '1'HB llIGBEit E.t>t7CATION COORDIN�TING 
BOARD--PINANCIAL AID,AND Gl.AN'l' PROGRAIIS 
General Fund--State Appropriation . .
General Fund.--Federal Appropriation 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
Health Services Account Appropriation· , . , . . 
State Education Grant Account Appropri�tion . 
TOTAL APPROPR!ATION ' • . I • •  
$ .125,884,000 
$ 6 I 391·, 000
$ 2,230,000 
$ 40,000 
$ 134,535,000 
The appropriations in this section are subject to the following 
conditions and limitations: 
(1) $1,044,000 of the general fund--state appropriation is provided
solely for the displaced homemakers program. 
(2) $2,000,000 of the health services account appropriation is
provided solely for scholarships and loans under chapter 28B.115 Rew, 
Code Rev/LL:mos 91 H-2725.1/93
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36 
health professional conditional scholarship program. If Engrossed 
Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5304 (health care reform) is not 
enacted by June 30, 1993, this appropriation shall lapse. 
(3) $230, ooo of the health services account a.ppropriation is
provided solely for the health personnel resources plan. If Engroased 
'Second Substitute Senate Bill No. 5304 ie not enacted by June 30, 1993, 
this appropriation shall lapse. 
(4) $124,840,000 of the genera; fund--state appropriation is
provided solely for student financial aid, including all administrative 
costs. Of this amount: 
(a) $95,039,000 is provided, solely for the sta;e need grant
program. The board shall, to the best of its ability, rank and serve 
students eligible for the state need grant in order from the lowest 
family income to the highest fal\lily income. 'Any state need grant 
moneys not awarded by April 1st of each year may be transferred to the 
state work study program. 
(b) $24,200,000 is provided solely for. the state work study
program. 
( c) $1, ooo, ooo is provided solely for educational opportunity
grants. 
(d) A maximwn of $2,698, 000 may be expended for financial aid
administration. 
(4) $2,800,000 of the general fund--federal appr�priation is
provided solely for state need grants for students participating in the 
federal job opportunities and basic skills program (JOBS). 
. (5) $50, o·oo of the general fund· -·state appropriation ,is provided 
solely for a demonstration project that matches money raised for 
scholarships by new local chapters ot the Citizen's· ·scholarship 
Foundation of America. To be eligible to receive a state matching 
grant, the new chapter must be created after June 30, 1993. Each 
chapter is limited to one matching grant and must raise at least $2,000 
before receiving matching funds. 
(6) $288,ooo of the general fund--state appropriation is provided
solely for the educator's excellence awards, which includes $53,000 
transferred from the office of the superintendent of public 
instruction. 
37 I:ifili SEc;TION. Sec. 611. POR TBB JOIW CBN'l'Ell FOR BIGBBR BD"O'CATIO!t 
�...1.38 General Fund Appropriation t I t t I I t t t I I $ 711,000 
Code Rev/LL:mos 92 H-2725.1/93
1 NEW SECTION. . Seo. 61.2. FOR THE WOll PORO: TRAINING AND EDUCATION' 
2 COOR.DINATI�G BO.ARD 
3 
4, 
5 
General Fund--State �ppropriation . 
General Fund--Federal Appropriation . .
TOTAL APPROPRIATION . 
• • 
. . . 
. . 
I • • A 
$ 
s 
$ 
3,517,000 
34,651,000 
38,168,000 
6 The appropriations in this section are subject to the tollowing 
7 conditions and limitations: In order for the agency to accomplish both 
a its federally assigned and state responsibilities under chapter 28C.l8 
9 RCW, it may, with the concurrence of the office of financial 
10 management, exercise discretion in restructuring its general fund--
11 state and general fund- - federal resources within allowed FTE staff 
12 totals. 
13 
14 
15 
NEW SECTION. Sec. 613, FOR THE HIGHER 8DT.1CATION l?E:R.SONNEL BO.ARI> 
Higher Education Personnel Board Setvice Fund 
Appropriation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,898,000 
16 The appropriation in this section is subject to the :following 
17 conditions and lim:itations: On July l, 1993, the appropriation 
18 contained in this section shall be provided to the department of 
19 personnel, and shall be used s.olely to provide personnel services to 
20 institutions of higher education and related boards. If Engrossed 
21 Substitute House Bill No. 2054 �civi� service reform) is not enacted by 
22 June 30, 1993, this limitation shall hav� no effect. 
23 NEW �i�IlQH1 Sec:. 614. PO� WASHIHGTOH STATB LIBRARY
24 General Fund··State Appropriation . . . . . . . $ 14,062,000 
25 General· Fund--Federal Appropriation . . . . . . . . . $ 4,796,000 
26 General Fund�-Private/Local Appropriation . • . . • . $ 46,000 
27 TOTAL APPROPRIATION . . . $ 18,904,000 
28 The appropriations in 'this section are subject to the following 
29 conditions and limitations: $2,385,516 of the general fund--state 
30 appropriation and $54,000 from federal funds are provided solely for a 
31 contract with the Seattle public library for library services for the 
32 blind and physically handicapped. 
33 
34 
NEW SECTION, Seo. 615. FOR Tim WA.SHD1GTON STATE ARTS COMMISSION 
General Fund--State Appropriation . , . . • . . $ 4,274,000 
Code Rev/LL:mos 93 
l General Fund--Federal Appropriation . .
2 TOTAL APPROPRIATION , , , , t I • ' • I 
$ 
$ 
934,000 
5,208,000 
3 The appropriations in this section are subject to the following 
4 conditions and limitations; The portion of the general fund 
5 appropriation provided for the inetituti'onal and organizational support 
6 programs shall be awarded to applicants that have not added to any 
7 aceurnulated deficit in the most recently completed fiscal yea�. 
8 Applicants that provide artistic services to communities that are 
9 ot·herwise artistically underserved, are integral to the arts community 
10 in which they are based, or that have budgets of less than $iso,ooo 
11 shall be exempt from this requirement. 
12 NEW SECTION 1 Sec. 616. FOR '!'BE WASHINGTON STATE BIS'!'OJ\ICAL
13 SOCI!'l'Y 
14 General Fund Appropriation . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2,321,000 
15 NJ:W SECTION, Sec, 617. POil 'l'B.B EASTON WASHINGTON STATE 
16 HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
17 General Fund Appropriation • t • I 6 I I ti t I e $ 873,000 
·10 li�W S��llQJ\.L Sec. 618. FOR TBE STATE SCHOOL POR THE DEAF 
19 General Fund--State Appropriation·, • • • • • . ' . • $ 12,566,000 
20 General Fund-·Private/Local Appropriation . ' $ 40,000 
21 TOTAL APPROPRIATION . . . . • . . . . $ 12,606,000 
22 
23 
24 
25 
NEW SECTION. Sec. 619. PO:R. 'I'aE STATB SCHOOL J'OR TBB BI.IND 
26 
General Fund--State Appropriation . • . • 
General Fund--Private/Local Appropriation 
TOT�L APPROPRIATION . . .  
(End of part> 
Code Rev/LL:mos 94 
. . 
. . 
$ 
$ 
$ 
6,862,000 
26,000 
6,888,000 
H-2725,1/93
A1Jency 360 UNIVERSITY Of WASHINGTON May 04, 1991 
Conference Recmimandation Slllnlllry 9;55 PN 
(Dollars in Thousands) Page 1.!o 
Senate House COflferel)Ce 
Item Oescription f'TEs GF·S Total F'fES - GF·S Total FT£s GF·S Total 
��==a:=%====a=�=�=:=�=••��••2::;:aa:: .. za-:::::zE•••�••===:�••2::w.::aZc:�ss•z2:::::ac�cz.c:::�za��s=====�czEc:=:::�========•c�=�=======E�Z••==�•w-=zc::s:=:=22zc=•===r 
1991·93 EKPENDilURE 15,.377 .2 528,842 1,983-,2.62 1S,3n.2 528,842 1,963,262 15,377.2 528,842 1, 9!0,262 
1993·95 fSSEMTIAL REQUIREMENTS LEVEL 15,460.0 560,778 2,045,922 15,460.0 SbC,775 2.0,6,026 15,460.0 s6o,m 2,0�6,030 
Difference fr0911991-93 82.8 31,936 62,660 8Z.8 31,933 62,76, 82.8 31,936 62,768 
I Change friJffl 1991-93 o.sx 6...02: 3.2" o.sx 6.0X l.ZX ·o.sx 6.DX 3.2% 
-Pol icy 0,anges
,s - TUIT[(II REVEijUE 0FFSE'f o.o -18, 142 0 0.0 ·26,613 -0 0.0 ·29',454 0 
21 • EFflCIEIICY·tNJTIATIVES -266.0 -28,040 -28,040 ·253.0 -31,646 -31,646 -2,2.0 ·JO,� ·30,240 
!i • TllANSFER FUND 149, TO 148 o.o 0 0 o.o 0 ·o 0.0 0 0 
33 • HiALTH INS\lltANCE 0.0 1,Sd.! 1,712 o.o 2,209 2,209 o.o z. 182 2,182 
4S • DPEIAT(Nu FEE TRANSFER To FUND 149 o.o 0 0 D.O 0 ·o. o.o 0 0 
sz • Ti\/lA HEAlTH IENEFITS -0.0 0 0 0.0 2,900 2,900 o.o 0 2,900 
ss • ENROllMENT INCREASE 43.0 4,'507 4,'507 15.0 S,696 5,69'6 2J�o 6,556 6,556 
92 - TRAVEL H�NAGEMENT SAVI�l3,S 0.0 ·226 ·836 0,0 0 o. a.o ·226 -1136 
96 • IHTERAGENCY BllllNGS o.o 163 '863 0.0 ·630 ·630 .. 0.0 -13/i -134
K03 •HEALTHCARE REFORM O.D 0 0 7.5 ·o 2;300 7.5 0 2;300
HD4 • PKTSICl.Atl ASSISTA�TS'TRAINING o.o 0 0 0.0 0 300 o.o 0 300 
K05 • ADVAKCEO NURSING PROGRAM ·. o.o 0 0 . 0.0 0 300 0.0 0 ·300 
H90 • CI�ll SERVICE REFORM o.o 0 0 ·o.o 215 215 0.0 0 0
ZQ6 · Tl•YEL REOUCTIOM o.o 0 D 0.0 0 0 0.0 ·1,844 -1',844
Total Policy Changn ·2Z3.0 --39,475 -2\,?9' ·Z30.6 -47,B69 -13,356 ·211.6 ·SJ, 160 ·18,516
TOTAL 199.3·95 BIENNilll 15,237.0 521,303 2,024,128 15,229.4 512,906 2,027,670 15,248.,. S07,6\8 2,027,514 
: 
Differenc• from 1991-93 -140.2 ·l',5S9 40,966 -147.8 ·15,936 44,408 ·128.8 ·21,224 44,252 
X Chens,e·fran 1991·93 -0.91 �1.4X 2.11; -1.0X ·3.0X 2.21 -o.n -4.01 2.21 
s:z.a�s» m e2.ss== ::a:a.-.:a.:=�aa�_..m ... rm.aa. ... -c ... rma•·a:9.,..azmwa:c:z:z::z=:-....:::c::�--=s • - • • -=----==-=---===-=--e=� 
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Agency 699 ID4MlDlll1 & TECHIIJUll COi.LEGE SYSTEN May 04, 1'1l9l 
�erence lle00111111mdation SUll'fflary 9:5S PH
(Dollar� in Thous•nd•) Pagl? 119 
Sttlllte House C'Onferenc� 
[tein Des.criptiOlll FTEs GF-S Total FTEs GF·S Total fTEs GF·S Total 
=-=·=-====:=:z�:s:,;:::::11:1:z:��.-::=::,;:c:z:�•1S2 ___ aes-s-:---z=:-'l:ICC::. ___ .�·-----·--·-·oi-_:z:.=·s::::a:c:· ..... ::::sa·a::mc·e:r:.-�:..-.-·----·=-·--- -·---·-·=.t:.:a::.:=:::::ir·-·-----·--·-·--c� 
1991-93 EJC�DITURE 10.385.0 695,561 999,950 10,385.0 693,561 999,950 10,385.0 693.5'3 ffl!,950 
1991-95 ES5SfHAl IEWIREHENTS LEVEL �,396.1 TIJ,732 1.065.450 10.396.B 713,853 1,065,418 10,39&.8 713.1152 1,066,570 
D If fereni:e tram 1991 ·93 11.a 20. 169 6'},500 11.8 20,29a 65,468 11.B 20,219 65,620 
X 0.ange fram 1991-93 o.,x· 2.91 6�Q 0.1X 2.� 6.5% 0.1X 2.91 6.6" 
Pol icy O,ang� 
1S · lUlllON Al:VEllUE OFFSET 0.0 -21. ,2, 0 0.0 -46,69� 0 o.o -Il.245 0 
21t - EFFJClENCY lB1T1�TlVfS -311.0 -211,548 ·28,54B -197.0 ·30,172 ·30,172 -273.0 ·ZIS,«fl -28.448
3S · lRAWSf'ER FUii� 149 TO 148 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 
33 • lleALTH JtlSUl!MCE o.o Z,115 2,317 0.0 2.990 2.990 O.D 2.953 2.953 
4S - OPERATlNG FEE lRAIIISFER 10 FUl8 149 0.0 O· 0 0.0 0 0 o.o 0 0 
'i5 - BillKILLMEIIT l lCIIEASE 180.0 15,.C.83 15,4.M 116.0 16,301 16,3'31 1S2.0 20,093 20,093 
67 - DISLOCATED WUIIICER PROGRIIMS 2'8.0 0 47,165 o.o 0 0 0.0 0 0 
71 - RETROSPECTl\lE IIAl'E M>J: t & I o.o 0 '\2 0.0 0 12 0.0 0 12 
92 · TRAVEL MIUIAGEHENT SAVINGS 0.0 -320 -465 0.0 0 0 0.0 -320 -46! 
9� · INTERAGENCV BILLlN!aS o.o 512 512 o.o -55-0 -550 0.0 -ii!35 -235
S04 - m.,...PTC OO!.l£GE TW-PLIJS-1'10 z.o 150 150 1.0 150 150 z.o 150 150
1118 - JNSTIUC'TIOliAL EOUJPMNT 0.0 0 0 o.o 3,364 3,364 0.0 3,364 3.� ..
HBO - DJ SLOCA1B> WJUCE!t PIUIGMJtS 0.0 CJ 0 195.C 0 45,,45 250.0 0 42,6il4 
�90 - CJVll SERVJCE REFOIN o.o D 0 0.0 Z38 23B o.o 0 0 
X01 • IXDISOLIOATED M�ll SAVJNr;,s 0.0 ·6 ·6 0.0 0 0 0.0 ·6 -6 
Z06 - TtAVEL REDUc:J IO!II 0.0 0 Q 0.0 0 0 o.o ·1,395 -1,39>
Tot.al Pol iq ChllTIJ!eS 99.0 -31.735 �6,617 11'.D -'54,ZBl 37,778 131.0 -37.089 3!,624 
lOTAl 1991-95 BJENNJUN 10.495.8 6&1,997 1, 10l,067 10.i11.a 659,570 1,103,196 10,527.8 676,763 1, l04, 194 
Difference from 1991·93 110.3 ·11,566 102. 117 126.8 -33,993 103,246 142.8 -16,800 10t.,244 
X Chan9& f ram 1991 ·93 1. 'IX. -1.7X 10.2% 1.2X ·4.'n: 10.31 t.41 -2.4i 10.41 
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igency J6S 'WASMINGlON. SIATE UNlVERSITY May o�. 1993 
Conferel"ICe RecOlllllendation S11111Bry 9:SS PM 
(Do\lars in Thousands) Page 121 
SeMte House Conference 
Item Description FTEB Gf·S Total FTEs 4.F-S Total FTEs Gf·S Total 
===�=cs=: � ::zz== === ::22=====-=-=»----.a:�=��=:aa:=c.at=::.= �·::aw-,:.:11.::::.:a:as::=--..zz===�::&lfll..a :-::S:I.Z:= :29 r---;:::ia:-r::a::int=:c:a.•===�::r.=====-= •=::si:-:: =�=:s=:::-=s;:::::-:: �� 
1991•93 E�PEijDllURE 4,857.7 304,512 550,418 4,B57.7 304,SIZ 550,418 4,857.7 304,512 550,418 
1993-95 ESS£NT1Al REQUIREME�TS L�VEL 4,937.9 319,577 611,813 4,937.9 319,315 611,551 4,937.9 319,577 611,813. 
01 fference fr0111 1991 ·9'J B0.2 15,065 61,195 80.2 14,503 61,133 SD.� 15,065 61,39S 
X Ch&1'!Je. fr-0111 1991-93 1.71 4.9X 11.21 1.71 4.� 11.tX
. � . .
1.7X 4.9X. 11.21 
Pol icy Cl\anges 
1S · ·TUITI� REVENUE OFFSET o.o -9,871 0 0,0 ·17,055· 0 o�o -1s,1,2· 0 
2R. · EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES ·165.D ·15,966 ·15,966 ·149.0 ·17,569 -17,569 ·'\42,0 ·16, 788 -16,788
3S · TR�ISFER FUMO 149·TO 14S o.o 0 0 0.0 0 0 o.o ·o 0 
3l - ME�LTH INStlRANCE 0,0 186 910 o.o 1,252 1,Z52 o.o 1,231 1,237 
4S - OPEUTING ffE TRA�SFER TO FUND 149 o.o 0 0 0,0 0 0 0,0 0 0 
52 · Tl,/RA HEALT8 IENEFlTS· o.o 0 0 o.o . ,1,400 1,400 0.0 . 0 1,400 
)5 · �MROllME�T IKCREASE 35,0 3,315 3,335 13.5 7,017 -: 7,017 14.0 6,C1J7 6,097 
92 - TRA\IEt tt,,R�Gl'NENT SAVJNGS 0.0 ·180 -340 D.O 0 0 o.o ·180 -340
96 · IKTERAGEijCr IILLINGS 0.0 11S 118 0.0 ·519' -519
, 
0.0 ·22B ·228
S02 • POULTRY DIAGNOSTIC LAB o.o 100 100 o.o 0 0 0.0 0 0
503 - ACl:IUADJLTURE CERTIFICATION CEijJfR 0,0 zo 20 o.o 0 0 0.0 120 120
�24 • TRANSFER IMPACT TO AG DEPl o.o 0 0 o.o -1,222 ·1,222 o.o 0 0 
H90 • CIVIL iERVICE REFOIIN o.o 0 0 0.0 137 137 o.o 0 0 
Z06 · Tli\VEL REOUCTIOII 0.0 0 0 0,0 0 0 o.o ·1,633 · \ ,633 
Total Policy Change& ·130.0 ·i!1,5515 • 11,763 ·135.5 -26,559 -9,504 -124.0 -27, 1\7 ·10, 135
TOTAL 1993•95 IIENNllM 4,807.9 298,019 600_,050 4,802.4 . . 292,�6 602,047 4,813.9 292,460 601,676 
0 i ff1trence frcm \9'91 ·93 ·49.S ·6,493 49,632 -55.3 -11,756 51,629 ·'3.8 ·12,052 5\,260 
i Cllange from 1991-93 -1.� ·2. 'IX· 9.0� ·1.U ·3.9X 9.4% ·0.9X ·4.0� 9.3%
=�;�==•c:az:a2s&:::•:=�::;:s:==:s::=::3,...a�====c:aaaaaa•••a••a===•"&S:aas�=••===••�•-==���••==:••=c=�•ac::z•::C.::�=ca:aa:d==:sz==:•s==••==z••�ecc ... -=•=m:�zz•�s•s: 
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Jlgencv 370 EASTEM UASMINGTON UNIVERSITY May or.. 1993 
CD11'1ference Recommendation SU11111ry 9:51 PH 
(Dollars in Thol.lsends> PaJe 122 
Senat� Hous.e Conference 
[�e111 Description fTEs GF-S Totel FTEs c;r-s Total FTEs GF·S Total 
�z�----•�•c--------��-=-•c--zm•-----�Ea=t--�w•=s=-c---s--=s�•-KZ2&-crn--=-----------------------------------=z---------:C---:--a:==a--•=:-aesr=_z.:_2-------�•�•••� 
1991-93 EXPENl>llURE 1, 142.:j! 76,461 119.IBr. 1. 142.2 76,461 119,1134 1,142.2 76.461 1'19,034 
1�-95 £SSE1iT1Al REQUIREMENTS LEVEL 1.184.1 71!,67'0 126,554 1.184.1 78,661 126.549 ,. 184.1 73.670 126,552 
Difference from 'l99'\-93 41.9 Z.209 7.520 41.9 2,206 7,515 41.9 2,209 7,S1!1 
X c.1,a,-ge fro111 1991-91 3.n.: 2.ft 6.3:11 3.n 2.CJX 6.3X 3.� 2.97: 6.3X 
Policy Cbangl!s 
ts • lUTl[OII REVENUE OFFSET b.o -2,55S 0 o.o· ·6,724 0 0.0 -'5, 191 a 
21 - EFFIClEICl' JN[TIATIVES -46.0 -3.934 -l.934 �,2.0 ·4.70S -4. 70S -40_0 ·4,496 -4,496
3S - 1RM1SFER FURD 149 ltl 148 o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 
33 - IIEAL 1H UISUWCE o.o 249 273 o.o 353 353 0.0 349 349 
4S • OPERATING fE£ TRANSfE.ll TD FUJII> 149 D.U 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 
52. • TA/RA IIEALTH IEWEFlTS 0.0 0 0 0.0 200 200 0.0 0 200 
5,5 - E�ROLLffl:NI [NCREASE 25.0 2.157 2. 157 9.5 l.337 3,337 18.0 ,,012 4,072 
92 • TUVEl llllllllGEMEICT SAVlNGS o_o -36 -411 o_o 0 0 o_o -36 ·48
96 • [ITEIIAGENCY B1LLJNGS 0.0 91 91 0.0 -122 -122 0.0 ·9 .9
HOO - C[VIL SERVICE REFQIIIII 0.0 0 0 0.0 34 3� 0.0 0 0 
206 - lUVEL lltEDUCT 1.:.· 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 -544 -544
Total Po\icy ChirniJe• -21 _o ·4,031 -1.'-61 -32.5 -7,6ZT -9-01 ·22.0 J;.&'57 -r.76 
TOTAL 1993-95 IIEN�I\M 1 • 16'l."1 74,6J9 125,093 1,151.6 7'1,040 125,646 1. 162.1 72,813 126.076 
Differencse fram 1991-93 20.9 -1.822 6,059 9_4 -5,421 6,612 ,9_9 -3,643 7,042, 
X Change frr:11111 199'1-91 1.81 -2.4" S.1% o.u -7. o:. 5.6¾ ,.� �.8X 5.9:,; 
::�a:z:n:=�•••ascs:=::::w:••a:z••-�--sa•s-•m1•-••E:a:::::s-••-R-•-•zz:=======================�===c•===================�==s:s::::sc::::::rs:::zs�---
Agency J.?S CENTRAL VASHIHGTON UNIVERSITf �y 04, 1993 
Conference leconnendeti on Sumiary 9:5S PH• 
(Dollars in Thousands) Page 12:3 
s-te ff()USe Conference 
ltem Description FTEs Gf·S Totat FTEs Gf·S Total FTEs GF·S Total 
=:=��=====�%====�====�========Eass:===� ,m::c:=:=-=�•=---••••--••===:�•••d�:=:=========�z••E=======%••=•�=========zxa=:•=�======:�==-==:::2as�::::::=:-:z::::::::::: 
1991-93 EXPENDITURE 894.2 67.2?7 108,792 894,2 67.227 108,792 894.2 67,227 108,79Z 
1993-95 ESSENTlAl REQUIREKENTS LEVEL 8'15.Z 71,3,6 113,632 S95.2 71,343 113,634 895.2 71,3(,6 \B,612 
DifferfflCe from 1991·93 1.0 4,119 4,1140 1.0 4,121 4,842 1.0 4,119 4,840 
l Chal'19e from 1991·93 0.1% 6.1x · 4.4X o. ,x 6. ," ,.sx 0.11 6.1X 4.4,t 
Pol ky Changes 
ts • TUITION RE'IENUE OFFSET 0.0 ·2,731 0 0.0 ·6,750 0 o.o ·4,943 0 
ZR • EFF[CIENCY IHITIATJVES ·3.8.0 ·l,568 ·3,568 ·3'.0 ·4,059 ·4,059 ·32.0 ·3,a78 ·3,B715
3S • Tl�NSFER FUNtl 149 TD 14B o.o 0 o. o.o 0 0 0.0 0 0 
JJ • l!EALTR lNSUIANCE o.o 214 234 0.0 J01 301 0.0 297 297 
,s - OPERATING FEE TRANSFER 10 FUND 149 0,0 0 0 a.o 0 0 0.0 Cl 0 
sz • TA/RA HEALTH BENEFITS o.o 0 0 o.o 140 140 0.0 Cl 140 
55 • ENROLLMENT INCREASE 26.0 2,'81 2,481 17.5 3,649 J,649 \8,0 4,001 4,001 
�2 • TIAVfl tt,iNAGEMEMT SAVINGS o.o ·26 -34 0.0 0 0 0.0 -20 -3,
96 • tNTERAGENCY B1LLIHGS D.O -7 ·7 o.o -212 ·212 0.0 ·75 ·15
H90 • CIVIL SERVtCE REf«ltH 0.0 0 0 0.0 28 28 o.o 0 0 
ZD6 - TRAVEL tEOUCTIOfl o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 0.0 ·240 ·240
1otat Policy Ch&nQes ·12.0 ·3,687 ·894 ·16.5 ·6,903 ·153 ·14.0 ·4,ISM 211 
TOTAL 1993·95 BIEN�IUM 8B3.2 67,659 112,738 878.7 64,445 113,481 881.2 66,482 113,841 
Difference fr0111 t991·9J ·11 .o 412 3,9,6 -15.S ·2,782 4,6a9 ·13.0 ·745 5,0>1 
" Cha� f r0111 1991 ·93 ·1.21 0.6X 3.61 ·1 .7X ·4 • .,, 4.3X -1 .s:i _,. ,x 4.6X 
�----s--c�s-------%-•-----�•�c----------•••s-2--s:----s•w-c------ :sc.�----••z-c-----a--------••---2----�--=-�--------c:---:----•s----�-=-:=::-------�-•s�:-2 
Agency 376 THE tVERGWEEN STATE COLLEGE Na,y o,. -!993 
Confer- ltecCll'llllendation Sunanary 9:S5,.PM
(Doll•rs in Thousands) Pag� 124 
Ser1ate Kous� c.o,.fer ence 
Jtern Descripttan FTEs GF-S To�al Flh GF·S Total FTEs GF·S Total 
z�-----�-------c,c3----=-�-c---z=z:c•-.=------•-=-------�s---------3�E=�ca:z=-----�--c::-------:--------------------------:---=:a£:-----=�=.::----z-&---
1991-93 EXPEND lTURE 569.6 41,0V. S9,711 569_6 41,0V. 59,711 569-6 41,D� 59,711 
1993-95 ESSENTIAL REOU[REMENTS LEVEL 569.7 C.1,225 61,031 571_7 41,63C. 61,440 571.7 41,636 61,442 
-DUfereflce frclll 19111 ·93 0.1 l&I 1,320 2., 590 1. 72.9 2., 592 ,, 731 
X Dl•i,ae from 1991-93 o.o" o_u 2.2l o . .u 1.4'X. 2.9X 0.41; 1.4X 2-9X
Pal icy Changes 
15 • TUlTlOH REVENUE OFFSi:T o.o -1,795 0 O.D -4,057 0 0.0 -3,080 0 
2R - fFflCIEMtY JNlTlATl\1£S -20.0 -2,060 -2.060 -22.0 -2,524 -2.'524 -Zl.O ·2,412 ·2,412
3S - TRAN'SFER RIND '149 TD 148 o.o D 0 0.0 0 0 o.o 0 D 
-n - HEALTH IMSUWCE o.a 137 150 0.0 194 194 o.o 191 191 
r.s · OPERATING FEE TUNSFEI lO FUllm 149 0.0 D 0 0.0 0 0 o.o 0 0 
55 • EIIROllMENT INCREASE 6.0 574 574 3.0 m 795 ,.o ,.uo 1,130 
92 • TRl\\'£L IIIINM.EWENT _ SAVltlGS O.ll -14 -18 0.0 0 0 o.o -14 -18 
96 - lllTElltAGENCf lfLl(NGS D.O 7 7 o.o -190 -190 o.o -44 -44 
M90 - CJVJL SBtVlCE REFORM 0.0 o. 0 0.0 20 20 D.O 0 D
P-01 - PUBLIC SCIIO!JLS PAlTNERSHJPS 2.0 410 ,10 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 
Z-06 - TRAVEL REDUtllOIII 0.0 0 D 0.0 0 0 o.o -200 ·200
Total PDlicy Chai,ges -12.0 -2.731 ·937 -t9.0 -5,762 • ,. 705 -17.0 ·4.429 -1,353
TOTAL 1993-95 SIBINlU. 557.7 lB,494 61,0� 55i!.7 35,an 59,735 554.7 ]7,207 60,089 
Difference from 1991-93 -11.9 -2.550 383 -16-9 -s. 172 24 -14.9 -3,&17 1n 
X Char,p from 19111 ·93 -2.1X -6.ZI 0.61 -3.CJX ·12.6S D.OX -2.6" -9.llt 0.61 
�s.a:z:=:::=:.--:::::u=:::r::=::=�.cc __ ::,czaa:sa1CC11=:::::a�==c:==�3ra:•••PP- =·:=:::1t11z.ac==:-:--:::-c�=-c:::..::;c.:;;___ � ==-=--.c.:-::=:-::2
� 
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Agency 380 \IESlERN W�SHIN;JOM UNIVE�SIJY Hay 04, 1m
Canferel"ICe Reconmendation S�ry 9:55 '" 
(Dollars in Tho�serids) Pe;e 1Z'S 
Sirnate House Conferel'lce 
Item Oescriptiol"I FTEs Gf·S Totllil fTEs Gf·S Total FTEa GF·S Total 
EE::s:::=:1:===�==�:3;=======:=c::c::a::::=====-�=z====s==••r.aac:w:::�===:•E:=s===a�::ssw:=•-=:z•t::asa::::a.c::aaa:r:::ss=:sc.�aaa:a:s::=asa=••=•===::ss:::sa::::�• 
1991 ·93 E XPEliD I TURE 1,380.1" 86,069 147,490 1,380.1 86,069 147,490 1,380.1 86,069 '47,490 
1993-95 ESSENTIAL REQU1R£MENTS lEVEL 1,397.1 89,584 154,650 1,397.1 89,581 154,647 1,397.1 89,584 154,650 
Ditfererice fre1111991-93 17.0 3,51S 7,160 17.0 :S,512 7,157 17,0 3,515 7,160 
lt Ch11119e frc,n 1991·93 1.2X 4.1X 4.� 1.21 4.1% ,.en 1.21 4.1� 4.�
PoU cy Ch 11r,9es 
1$ • �UITIOII REVEIU� OfFSET o.o ·3,555 0 0.0 -8, 198 0 O,D -6,601 0 
2R • £FF1CIENCY INITIATIVES ·46.0 -4,480 -4,480 ·41.0 ·5,316 -5,316 ·l9,0 ·5,080 ·5 ,080
3S • TRA!IISFER ftllilD 149 TO 143 0.0 0 0 o.o D 0 o.o 0 0 
33 - REALTR INSURANCE o.o z:,6 258 0.0 ll] 331 0.0 329 l29 
4s - OPEIATIWG FEE TRANSFER TO FUND 149 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 D o.o 0 0 
52. - TA/I� "EALJM B£MEFirS o_o 0 0 o.o 200 200 0.0 0 200 
55 • ENROLlMENr INCREASE 11.0 1,700 ,,100 12.0 2,787 Z,1ST 18.0 J,757 3,767 
92 • TRAVEl KANAGEMENT SII.VINGS 0.0 ·48 -M o.o 0 D o.o ·4B -64
96 - INlEAAGENCY BllLINGS {LO 1156 186 o.o ·169 -169 o.o 94 94
N90 - CIVlL SERVICE REFORM o.o 0 0 o.o 39 39 o.o 0 0 
Z06 · TRAVEL RED\1CT10N o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 G,O ·'-1.1 -4Z7
Tota\ Policy Cha!"lges ·29.0 ·5,961 ·Z,400 -29.0 ·10,324 -2, 126 ·21.0 -7,966 ·1,1S1
TOTAL 1993-95 SIENNltJK 1,366. I .83,623 1S"2,2SO 1,365.1 79,257 152,521 1,376-1 81,61! 153,469 
Di ffrrfflC:e from 1991-93 -12.1 ·2,,U6 4,760 ·12.1 ·6,812 5,031 ·4.1 ·4,451 !t,97'9 
'% Challge Jrom 1991 ·93 -0.9" -z.ax 3.ii!X ·0.9X -7.9X l.4,: ·O.lX -5.2� 4. IX
:,====�•:::::::•••:=:•:======::aa::,;=::.c::a::::g::.:=•c:=•==�===::aa:=:2sc:==c:�a:::::a::swc:::a&:::E•==••==::sc��•ac::sc;=2as:...:::c::ss==11m==-===m.::=:c::•c::::z•c�•= 
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Agency 343, '41GHER EDUCAHON COOROilt�TlNG l!OARO Mey 04, W93 
Conffl'ence Reccnrendation S1A11N1ry 9:5S� 
(Dollars in Thousands> p�� 127 
y: 
c, 
House Conf�renc:1 
''l 
s�1111te 
Item Description FTEs GF-S Totel FTEs Gf-S Total FlEs GF·S Tot�l •D 
(_1_1 
�=::=======��======c:=•=====•�=�==�•===E�====•�==:=:==�=�-��=:.a:::3z:•z=�•==e:::t::saz:�c�•===•a=z�::=..ac�z&a=sasc=:::aac••2�:::s:::as::�w::2z::%::2::es=:�a:c:: 
1991·93 E�PEND11URE 56.4 79,Z51 Sl,491 56.4 79,2S1 83,493 S6.4 79,251 83,493 c, •D .. 
.L 
14193·95 ESSEHTIAL REQUIREMENTS lEVEL Sl.6 79,322 84,064 53.6 79,342 84.064 S3.6 79,332 84,074 ,_.I,, 
Difte�ence from 1991·91 -2.S 7' 571 -2.8 91 591 ·2.8 B1 58, ,, 
X Chanee fr0111 1991-93 -5.0" 0.11. ).7X -5.0X D.1X 0,7'1 •5,0X 0,1X 0.7'1 
Pol icy Chan,es r 
1F • STATE IEEO GRANT 0,0 28,2l4 211,234 0,0 53,717 56,517 0,0 52,600 55,400 
'lit - R[D\JCE - COOROIN�TIOM & PLANNING -LO -150 -150 0.0 0 C O.D 0 C "U 
2R • REDUCE - EDUCATIOHAL OPPORl. GRANT -2.0 -2,000 -2,000 o.c 0 0 -0,5 -1,000 • 1,000
3R - REt>UCE - FIWANCIAL AID AOMIN- -1.0 -150 -\50 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 
:u - HEALTH INSURANCE o.o 13 t.li D.O 19 · 19 o.o 19 19 
TP - YORK ST\IIV ENHAMCENENT 0.0 0 0 1 .'5 7.647 7,647 0.0 0 0 =i 
91 - lHFOll�TION SERYlCES REDUCTIONS 0.0 0 0 0.0 -zo -zo · 0.0 -zo ·20
'92 - TRAVEL KAltA.GEMENi SAVINGS 0,0 -8 -8 0.0 -e -8 0,0 ·8 ·8
96 - IHTERAGENCY Blltl�GS o.o ·16 -16 0.0 ·23 -23 ' 0.0 -20 ·20
98 - lNFLAT ION 0.0 -104 -104 0.0 -170 -170 0.0 -170 ·170 
H03 - HEALTH CAJtE REfORJI o.o 0 0 1-0 0 1,000 'l.O 0 2,230 
H04 - CITIZENS SCKOLARSKlP MATCH 0.0 0 0 0.0 50 50 o_o SC 50 
H23 - fLIHl�ATE VICHE FUNOIWG 0.0 0 0 o.o -U1 -43\ 0,0 -431 -,31 
K90 - CCVIL SERVICE REFORK 0.0 0 0 0.0 2 2 0.0 0 0 
T36 - TRAJISfER EXCELlE�CE AWARD 0.0 0 0 0.1) 0 0 0.0 Sl SJ 
Z02 - ADHINISTRloTIOft REOUCTIOII 0.0 0 0 -2.7 -2n -272 -2.7 -272 ·272
Z03 - EQUIPMENT REUUCTlON 0.0 0 0 o.o -12 -12 0.0 ·12 -12
Z04 - FTE REOOCTlOi 0.0 0 0 -1. 7 -t67 -167 -1 .7 ·167 -167
206 - TRAVEl 1tEDUtl10N o.o 0 0 o.o 0 0 0.0 ·52 -52
Total Poliey Changes ·4.0 2S,819 25,820 ·1.9 60,332 64,132 -3.9 50,570 55,600 
TOT�L 1993-95 IIENNtUK <.9.6 105,141 109,884 51.8 139,674 148,216 49.8 129,902 139,674 
Di ff er,ence from 1991-93 -6.� 25,890 26,391 -4.7 60,423 64,723 -6.7 '50,651 56,161 
l Change from 1991·93 -12. 1% 32.7" 31.6X -8.31 76.2X n.s� -11.9% 63.9X 67.3,., Tl .... ..... 
----------X-----=- - ------- =--=--------:z-'--'C:::.---==-:s:-::::::=i==--:11::--::.:.c-;:=::::z:::::• .. =--=•=:.:r-•==•ie:=�==�==11:.=:a:::a:c-::=::a..:::=•===:•�==c.:=:1==c-:::•::-e:::.::::.:::::s;::z::.3::�::.::: .... 
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TO: 
FROM: 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Faculty Senators 
REPORT 
AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR 
Faculty Senate 
Bouillon 240 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
(509) 963-3231
FACUL TV OPINION SURVEY OF ADMINISTRATORS: 
DATE: 
Jim Eubanks, Psychology (CHAIR) 
Susan Madley, Education 
Jim Nimnlcht, Business Administration 
May 5, 1993 
With this report we are distributing to you the results of the 1992-93 Faculty Opinion 
Survey of Administrators. 
Of 337 full-time faculty surveyed, 125 (37%) responded to the questionnaire. 
Frequency of responses has been noted at the top of each position's report. A 
simple mean and a standard deviation of the responses for this year are reported 
by question. 
These results, as well as the comments concerning each administrator, will be 
forwarded to the surveyed administrator and to the board or individual to whom he 
or she reports. 
C:\WP51\ADMINSUR\REPORT93.COV 
� 
FACUL'I'Y OPINION SURVEY OF THE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT 
1. Stimulates imaginative and ICa1istic plans for 1he futme of the Univcisity. 
2. Inspires confidence in his abiley to deal with problems.
3. Focuses on basic and fundamental issues.
4. Evidences respect and trust for faailty in University go,,cmancc. 
s. Supports a meaningful role for faculty in Univcisity goyemancc. 
6. Communicates in a clear and organized manner. 
7. Actively utilizes faculty c:xpcrtise for problem resolution. 
8. Provides advance notice of changes important to momc, ICachin&, n:scan:b and public service.
9. Wom effa:tivcly with the Jcgislatme to obtain support and funding for Univcisity projects.
10. Wom effa:tivcly in the local community for the support of the Univcisity.
11. Wom effa:tivcly to obtain non-slate support and funding for Univcisity projects.
12. Rcprcscnts the �ty academic programs effectivcly to the Board of Trustees. 
13. Projects a positive image of the Univcisity to the public. 
14. Anticipates and deals with problems rather than having to face them as crises.
15. Bases decisions on slated Univcisity goa1s and procedures. 
16. Makes timely decisions in academic mattcm.
17. Properly delegates iesponsibilify' and commeusorate authority. 
18. Demonstrates integrity and honesty in dealing with others.
19. Actively supports a strong intelk:ctual atmospien:.
The response categories for this ainey an:: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = Disagree 
S = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagm: 
NOTE: ONLY categories 1-5 are c:oosideial in Mean and SD. [C\ WPSl\ADMlNSUR.\RF.sULTS.393; April '1:1, 1993) 
2.91 2.84 
2.81 2.90 
3.12 2!J7 
21iO 286 
262 2.85 
3.16 3.29 
255 2.42 
2.93 3.llS 
321 3.31 
3.69 3.60 
3.77 3.49 
3.29 3.44 
3.29 3.38 
2!J7 2..96 
3.00 3.13 
283 2.92 
2.99 3.1A 
280 3.23 
3.llS 3.30 
3.03 --- 2.34 127 
3.(8 L97 1.17 
3.32 2.64 13) 
2.99 1.75 1.15 
3.02 2.00 
3.Z1 2.56 1.21 
2.72 2.18 1.17 
3.01 2.42 
3.34 3.(8 1.33 
3.71 2.89 U8 
3.51 2.29 L()IJ 
3.46 2.36 U8 
3.43 3.04 
3.18 2.85 1.39 
3.21. 2.19 1.22 
3.()IJ 2.52 1.19 
3.16 2.28 1.21 
3.26 286 
3.16 2.17 U8 
Man:h 1993 • l"aF 1 
20. Allocates ICSOlmlCS effectively to maintain the long'-r.mgc viabilit;y of academic programs. 
•• Maintains and supports the appropiate empbasis for the d� aspects of the Uniw:rsi1y. 
2L Undergraduate U)craI Arts 
Probiiiooal Programs 
23. Graduate Programs 
24. Research 
2S. .Actively cncomagcs diversity in Slaffin&. 
26. .Actively encourages diversity in student rcauitmcnt.
n. F.ooomages full participation by facult;y in decision maJcing. 
28.. Encom:agcs the dcvelopmeat and utilmltioo of 11:amwOrt. 
"19. Posters po&itiw: womug relation.ship&. 
30. Dcmomtrates commitment to continuous qualify' �mcnt throughout the UJJivcisify'.
The RSpODSe categories for this sm,ey- ue: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = Disagree 
S = Sttoug.ty Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree 
I 
NCJIE:: ONLY categories 1-S arc CXXlsidcR:d in Mean and SD. [C\ WPSl\ADMINSUR\RmULTS.393; April 7:7, 19'13] 
2.71 I 
3.24 
3.()1) 
3.14 
2.98 
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.-
. .. 
2.80 I 2.62 I -.- I 2.32 II 1.15 
3.45 3.35 -.- 2.78 
3.16 3.21 -.- 2.71 
3.33 3.23 -.- 2.29 
3.24 3.02 -.- 2.20 1.24 
-.- -.- -.- 4.18 1.01 
-.- -.- -.- 4.22 036 
-.- -.- -.- 2.1m 1.16 
-.- -.- ... 2.30 L17 
-.- ... ..,,. 2.03 1.15 
-.. - -.- -.- 2..fJ 1.38 
Nnda 199.3 - hF 2 
FACUL1Y OPINION SURVEY OF THE PROVOST AND VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
-----· 
3L Stimulates imaginative and realistic plans for the futuxe of the UniYersity. 
32. Inspires confidence in his ability to deal with problems. 
33. Focuses on basic and fundamental mues.
34. Evidences respect and trust for famlfy in University gowcmance. 
3.S. Supports a meaningful role for faculty in UniYersity goycmana:. 
36. Communicates in a clear and OJ:Ejllllizcd manner. 
37. AciM:ly utilizes faculty expertise for problem ICSOlution. 
38. Provides advance notice of changes important to morale, teaching, ICSCaICb and public scrvicc. 
39. Wmb cfl'cctivcly with the legislature to obtain support and funding for UniYersity projects. 
40. Wom cfl'cctivcly in the local community for the support of the UniYersity. 
4L Wom cfl'cctivcly to obtain non-mtc support and funding for UniYersity projects. 
42. Rqm:scnts the UniYersity academic pr<>gJ3IIIS cfl'cctivcly to the Boud ofT:ruslec&. 
43. Projects a positive image of the UniYersity to the public. 
44. Anticipates and deals with problems rather than having to face them as aiscs. 
45. Bases decisions on stated UniYersity goals and procedures. 
46. Mates timely decisions in academic matters. 
47. Properly dcleg;i.tes responsibility and commc:nsu:ratc authority. 
48. Demonstrates integrity and honesty in dealing with otheIE. 
49. ActM:ly supports a strong intellectual atmD6phcxe. 
"Jhc iespoosc catc!J)rics for this su:ncy are: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agicc 2 = Disagree 
S = Strongly Agicc 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree 
NO'IB: ONLY cak:IJ)rics 1-S are roosidcml in Mean and SD. [C\WPSl\ADMINSUR\RFSULTS.31)3; April 27, 1993] 
262 2.71. 2.'Ki Lll 
2.88 3.16 2.88 12.3 
3.07 3.20 3.16 ll9 
2.81 328 2.82 U4 
2.86 3.05 2.94 U4 
3.20 3.52 3.53 L07 
2.71. 2.93 2.92 L()IJ 
2.74 3.14 2.71. L17 
3.06 3.12 2.88 L()6 
2.88 3.15 3AS Ll2 
-.- -.- 2.74 L12 
352 3.'Ki 3.34 L16 
321 3.38 356 ll6 
2.74 3.01 2.88 Ll7 
3.26 3.48 2.71. 122 
2.78 3.22 -.- 3.02 L18 
2.37 2.81 3.06 ll7 
3.63 3.98 -.- 3.51 L2S 
3.32 3.50 3.lS 122 
Mudt 1993 - l"aF 3 
so. Allocates =mes eflcctillely to mainlain the long-range viability of academic programs. .. Mainlains and supports the appxoptiate emphasis for the WIICiliC aspects of the Uni\lCJ:sity: 
SL Undergraduate liberal Arts 
Profemooal Programs 
53. Gtaduate Programs
54. Resean:b
55. Actively c:nromagcs diversity in S1afling.
56. .Actively encou:ragcs diversity in student tcauitment.
57. Fncomagcs full participation by faculfy in decision mating.
S8. &oomagcs the deliclopment and utilization of 11:amwom.
59. Fo&lcrs positive womng rcJatiomhip&.
00.. Demonstrates OOlllllllunall W llUIIWIUUID QIRllllY IIIIP[UVCIIICDL WIUlllGIUUL WC: �-
'lbe 1apOD&C categories for this survey are: 
10 = Omnot Judge 4 = Agi= 2 = Disagree 
S = Strong.ly Agi= 3 = Neutial 1 = Strongly DisagRe 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NCJIE: ONLY categories 1-5 arc 00llSidered in Mean and SD. (C:\WPS1\ADMINSUR.\RESUU'S3J3; April 29, 1993) 
297 I
3.46 
3.15 
331 
3.15 
-.- I 
-.- I 
-.- I 
I 
-.- I 
-.-
• 
3.()IJ I -.- I -.- 2.94 u.o 
3.61 -.- I -.-3.20 -.- -.- 3.33 L16 
331 -.- U9 
3.33 -.- I -.- 1.24 
-.- I -.- 3.39 1.04 
-.- I -.- I -.- 3.44 Q.98 
-.- I -.- I -.- 2JO L17 
-.- I -.- I -.- 2.95 LIS 
-.- I -.- I -.- 3.17 u.o 
3.32 1.27 
Muth 19IJ3 - Pagi: 4 
FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARaI 
1168-. 
6L Inspires confidcncc in his ability to deal with proble� 
62. Evidences Icspcct and trust in the facultJ 1D a::tcisc good judgmcnL 
63. Supports a meaningful role for facu.Ity in UniYcm1y govcmance.. 
64. Maintains an "opeo door" atmospheie for facultJ opinion. 
65. Communicates in a clear and org;ani2'.Cd IDIIIIDCr.
66. Actiwcly utili:zl:s faculty c::xpcrtjsc for problem RSOlution. 
67. Provides advance notice of changes important to mo:ralc, teaching, rescm:h and publx: &emcc..
68. ......Supports faculty positions when appropl'.--
rD. Supporu &ludcnts' p06itions when appropriale. 
10. Projects a positive image of the Univcn;ity 1D the public. 
7L Anticipates and dca1s with problems :rather than having 1D f'ac,c them as crises. 
72. Bases dcci&ions on Slated Uniwcrsity goals and procedures. 
7l. Dcmomtrates inlcgril,y and boncsly in dcaliDg with others.
74. Actiwcly supports a strong intellectual a� 
15. Actiwcly cncomages � in staffing.
76. Actiwcly cncomagcs � in slDdcnt :n:cruitmcnL 
77. F.ncoon.ges full participation by faculty in decision making. 
78.. F.ncoon.ges the cbclopmcnt and utilmltion of 1camwoit..
19. Fosters p06itive WOiting IClatiombips.
80. DcDl00Slrates commibncnt 1D continuous qualify' imptmcmcnt througbout the wm,cn;ity.
8L Actively cncomagcs faculty professional developmcnL 
'Ibe KSpOll.liC catei,:,ric:s for this snncy an:: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = �
S = Strongly Agree 3 = Ncut:ral 1 = Strongly DisagP:e 
NO'IB: ONLY categories 1-5 are CIOIISidc:Rcl in Mean and SD. [C:\WPS1\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.3'J3; April 27, 19'J3) 
3.06 3.03 4.10 
291 3.00 4.1.0 
2.94 3.02 4.03 
3.m 3.24 4.12 
3.26 3.42 4.33 
3.00 3.11 3.90 
3.01 3.23 4.07 
3.06 3.� 3.95 
2.88 3.07 3.37 
3I1 3.S3 4.15 
3.oo 3.31 3..83 
3.26 3.37 41J7 
3.47 3.49 4.26 
3.68 3.67 4.26 
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.-
-..-
3.80 LOI 
4.01 Q.83 
3.78 0.98 
4.10 o..ao 
4.19 Q.68 
3.80 O.In 
3.77 0.78 
3.98 Q.89 
3.98 0.91 
4.12 O."AS 
3.84 0."15 
3.86 0.10 
4.22 0.78 
4.16 
3.93 o.81 
4.1.0 0."15 
3.74 0.91 
3.85 0.84 
4.06 o.81 
4.00 Q.87 
4.30 o..ao 
Mardi. 19'J3 - PaF s
FACTJLTY OPINION SURVEY OF 11IE DEAN OF ACADEMIC SERVICES [NEW POSITION] 
82. Inspires confidence in his ability to deal with problems. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.20 Ul 
&3. Inspires enthusiasm for Unnersity goals. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.50 UB 
84. Evidcua:s rcspcct and tnJ5t in the faculty to am:isc good judgrocot. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.31) U3 
&S. Supports a meaningful role for faculty in Unive.rsey � -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.2S us 
86. Eooomap full participation by faculty in decision mating. -.- --- -.- -.- 3.15 ll6 
87. Eummagcs 1hc dewclopmcnt and utimation of k:amwoik. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.SS UM 
88. Maintains an "open door" atmospbc:rc for faculty opinion. --- -.- --- -.- 3.59 LOB 
89. Maintains an "open door" atmospbelc for students.. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.80 Q.93 
90. Comistmtly ro11ows mown procedures.. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.33 1.03 
9L Suppom faculty positions when appoiriltc. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3..46 L12 
91. Supports students' posimn.s what appopr:iall:. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.75 1.00 
93. Communicates in a clear and orr,;inm:d DJaDDCr. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.46 Ll3 
94. Communicates important information in a timely manner. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3..3'} UB 
95. Actively utim.cs faculty apertisc for problem ICSDlution. -.- -.- -.- -.- 3.11 ll7 
96. Provides advance notice of changes important to IIlOl3lc, 1racbing, rcseateh and public service. I -.- I -.- I -.- I -.- I 323 11 ll3 
97. Anticipates and deals with problems mthcr 1han having to face 1hcm as crises. I -.- I -.- I -..- I -..- I 3.18 II ll1 
98. Bases decisions OD slated Univc:n;i1;y goals and procedures. I -.- I -.- I I -.- I 3.43 11 UlS 
99. Demoomates integrity and honesty in dealing with others. I -.- I -.- I I -.- I 3.63 II Ll3 
100. Actively supports a strong intellectual. atlDOsJDCIC. I -.- I -.- I -.- I -.- I 3.36 II 1.23 
lOL Actively encomagcs dMmty in staffing. I -.- I -.- I -.- I -.- I 3.83 II OJl8 
102. Actively enc<>mages divcJ:sil¥ in student reauitmcnt. I --- I -.- I -.- I -.- I 3.97 II 030 
The response catci,Jries for this suncy are: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = Disagree 
5 = Stroogty Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree 
NO'ra ONLY categories 1-5 arc coosidcicd in Mean and SD. fC:\ WPS1\ADMINSUR\RE.5ULTS.3'J3; .Ap:il 27, 199.3) Mam:h 199.3 - P'aF 6 
103. � positwc womng xclatiommp&.
104. Demonstrates commitment ID continuous qualit;y improovcmcnt throughout the�-
lQS. Performs cffcctn,cly the task of n:auitmcnt of students. 
106. Performs cffcctn,cly the task of xctcntion of students. 
107. Perfoi:ms cffcctn,cly the task of ICSOlution of student problems. 
IM. Deals cffcctn,clywith cbam and dcpu:hllents... Pro9idcs leadcnhip and coordination for. 
109. General Ai:adcmic Advising
110. Academic Stills Progr.un 
111. Cooperati9c Education 
112. Individual SbMli::s Major Progr.un 
113.. UnM:rsit;y Catalog 
114. Cooxdination of mmeting. promotion, and s:bcduling of summer &CSSion �
The response categories for this suney- arc: 
10 = Cumot Jlldg!: 4 = Ag,:ec 2 = Di&agl,:e 
S = Strong:ly .Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Di&agl,:e 
NCJIF.: ONLY categories 1-S axe considered in Mean and SD. [C\ WPSl\AD.MINSUR\RESULTS.393; April 27, 191J3) 
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.. -
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.- -.- -.- 3.52 11 L14 
-.- -.- -.- 3.4S II 1.18 
-.- -.- -.- 3.m II 1.01 
-.- -.- -.- 3.86 II OJl9 
-.- -.- -.- 3..83 II Q87 
-.- -.- -.-
ll) !I L16 
-.- -.- -.-
I
136 L17 
-.- -.- -.- 3.40 UII 
-.- -.- -.-
ll) 
1.01
-.- -.- -.- 3.JIJ L04 
-.- -.- 3.34 LU 
-.- -.- -.- 2.98 un 
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FACUL1YOPINI0N SURVEY OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR S11JDENT AFFAIRS 
L lru.pin:s CXID.fidcnce in his abiley to deal with problems. 
2. Maintains an •open doox" a� for students. 
3. Consistently follows known procedures. 
4. Supports faculty positions when apptopciate. 
s. Supports students' positions when appcopciate. 
6. Performs effectively the task of ICCIUitment of &ludcnts. 
7. Performs effectively the task of retention of students. 
8. Performs effectively the task of resolution of student problems. 
9. .Acti,,ely utiliz,cs faculty c:xpcrtisc for problem ICSOlution. 
10. Communicates important information in a timely manner.
lL Projects a positivc imagr; of the l.JnivcrsilJ to the public. 
12 Deals eflec:tivclywith chairs and deputmmts.
13. .Acti,,ely encou.rap �ty in staffing. 
14. .Acti,,ely encourages dNCl'Si1;y in student ICCIUitmenL
15. F.nromages fuil participation by facult,y in decision making.
16. E.ncou:ragcs the �lopmcn_t and utilization of tcamwom. 
17. Foslcis positive worting rclatioosb..ips. 
18. Dcmoosbatcs commitment to continuous quality �mcnt tlu:ougboa.t the UJlM:lliil;y. 
'The n:spaasc categories for dlis 1iDIW:f arc: 
10 = Cannot Judgr; 4 - Ag,:ec 2 = Dilagrcc 
S = Strongly Ag,:ec 3 = Neutral 1 = SII'Ollgly Disagree 
I 
NOIB: ONLY carcgorici 1..S arc coa.&idcml in Mr:an and SD. {C\WPSl\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.3!1.3; April 'J:1, 19'J3) 
3.45 -.- 3Il 
4.13 -.- 4.00 
3.72 -.- 3.52 
352 -.- 3.36 
3.89 -.- 3.71 
3.� -.- 3.31 
3.73 -.- 3.54 
3.8S -.- 3.'48 
3.33 -.- 2!T1 
3.21 -.- 3.10 
3.78 -.- 3.51 
3.46 .,.- 3.19 
-.- -.- -.-
-.- --- -.-
-.- -.- -.-
-.- -.- -.-
-.- -.- -.-
-.- I -.- I -.- I 
2.36 3.26 1.23 
3.45 3.'n. L01 
2.7') 3.42 1.06 
27') 3.19 L12 
3.15 3.58 LOO 
2.98 3.22 us 
3.23 33) L13 
3.11 3.62 II LOO 
254 2.98 II LOC
249 2891
� 
2.81 3.68 I UB 
1.31 3.20 II L19 
-.- 3.71 11 O!J7 
-.- 3.92 11 034 
-.- 2571
� -.- u1 I ].J)IJ 
-.- 3.36 II L13 
... - I 3.33 II U2 
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FAQJLTY OPINION SURVEY OF TilE DEAN OF EXTENDED UNWERSFI'Y PROGRAMS 
19. Inspin:s oonfidcDcc in her abili1¥ to deal with problems. 
20. Evidences .xespcct and trust in the faculty to OCICisc good judgnicot.
2L Supports a meaningful role for faculty in UDM:rsity go,,ernancc. 
22. Communicafl:S in a dear and mg;anm:d manner. 
Zl. Actively utilm:s famlty apcrtise for problem n:solution.
7A. Provides advance notice of changes impommt to morale, tcachiDg. :research and public sc:rvice.
25. Woxb effectively to obtain non-61ate support for UD.M:mty pojccts. 
26. Projecls a positive image of the UniYersity to the public.
'1:1. An.ticipafl:S and deals with problems rather than having to face them as crises. 
28. Bases deci5ions OD slated � goals and procedures.. 
'19. Properly delegates n:spoo.si>ili1¥ and c:olDDICDSUlate authority.
30. Dcmonstra.tes integrity and honesty in dealing with othcts.
31. Actively supports a strong intellectual atmosphere.
32. Alloc:afl:S rcsowces effectively to maintain the ionf,range viability of academic programs.
33. Actively cnc:ouragcs dillcrsity in Slaflin� 
34,. Actively encourages� in &tudent ICaUitmcnt.
35. &comagcs full partEipation by famlty in decision mak:in�
36. Eocoun.gcs the �lopmcnt and utilmtion of teamwork. 
37. fuslcrs positive 'WOlking .tt:.lationsbips. 
38. DclDODStratl:S commitment to continuous quality impovcment tbrougbout the UIU\ICISity. 
'The a:sponsc categories for this sarw:y are: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = DisagJec 
S = Stroogly Agree 3 = Ncutnl 1 = Strongly DisagJec 
I 
I 
NO'IB ONLY catqorics 1-S arc comidcn:d in lllcan and SD. [C\ WPS1\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.JIJ3; Api1 '1:1, l.9'J3J 
3.22 2.94 -.· 
3.30 3.18 -.-
3.38 3.11 -.-
3.43 3.20 -.-
3.31 3.15 -.-
2.94 3.1)1) -.-
3.42 3.22 ... -
3.78 3.58 -.-
3.03 1.99 -.-
3.50 3.47 -.-
3.34 3.32 -.-
3.'lO 3.80 -.-
3.38 3.06 -.-
3.17 3.13 -.-
-.- ... - -.-
-.- -.- -.-
-.- -.- -.-
-.- -.- -.-
-.- I -.- I -.- I 
-.- I -.- I -.- I 
3.41} I 
:w I 
'l.67 
3.66 
3.34 
33 
l.6.5 
4..03 
3..49 
3.71 
3.38 
4.03 
3.�
357 I 
-.- I 
-.-
-.-
-.-
-.- I 
-.- I 
3.29 II L13 
3.58 II t.m 
3.A6 II 0.98 
3.53 II L02 
3.38 II 1..11 
=� 
3.54 1.10 
3.83 LOO 
3.32 II Lll 
3.52 
� 
3.38 
3.9S 
3.33 II L14-
3.43 11 1.21 
l.78 11 Q.80 
3..82 II 0..82 
3.13 11 L20 
3.LiO II 1.07 
3.S.5 II J..l)IJ 
164- II L20 
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FACULTY OPINION SURVEY OF 11lE DEAN OF LIBRARY SER.VICES 
39. Stimu1ates imaginative and n:alistic plans for thc future of the Umuy. 3.38 I -.- I 
40. Inspires oon6dcocc in his ability to deal with problems. 3.S5 I -.- I 
4L Focuses on basi: and fundamental issues. l.17 -.-
42. Evidences iespcct and trust in the faculty to c:n:ise good judgment. 3.06 -.-
43. Suppor1s a meaningful role for faculty in University gm,emancc. 353 I I 
44. Maintains an "open door" atmosphere for faculfy' opinion. 4.06 -.-
45. Communicates in a clear and organized manner. 3.00 -.-
46. Actively utili7.cs raculfy' czpertisc for problem Jl:50lution. 3.06 I -.- I 
47. Provides advanc:c notm:c of changes important to IDOialc, teaching. i:cscardl and public scrvia:.. I 2.82 I -.- I 
'48. When invib:d to do so, i:cp.n:sents the Umuy cffcctiw:ly to the Boanl of Trustees. I 4.00 I -.- I 
49. Projcds a positive image of the University to the public. �, -.- I 
50. Deals cfli:ctively with dcpatbuents. 3.23 -.-
SL Is able to obtain an CQW13ble � of the UniwcISitv-widc rcsowce&. 4.30 -.-
S2. Deals fairly and impartially with faculfy'. 3.18 -.-
S3. Gives positM; oonst:ructM: criticiml. 3.23 -.-
54. Anticipates and dca1s with probJcms rather than having to face thcm as crises. 3.07 I -.- I 
ss. Bases dcci!iioos on stated Univasi:l,y goals and procmim:s. 3.26 I -.- I 
S6.. Properly delegates rcspomibility and oomrncru;,ualc authorify'. 3.18 I -.- I
S7. Rewards quality pc:tfounaw.::c. 3.15 I -.- I 
S8. Demonstrates inlcgrity and boncsty in dealing with others. I 3.17 I -.- I 
S9. Actively supports a strong in11:Dcctua1 atmosplCIC. I 3.S5 I -.- I 
The � c:alcgorics for this lilm/lCJ' UC: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = Disagree 
S = Stroogl.r Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongty Disagree 
N<Jra ONLY c:atJcgorics 1-S � ciomidc:m1 in Mean and SD. [C\ WPSl\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.393; April '1:7, 19'J3} 
2.1B ' -.- I 
2.11 I I 
252 -.. -
2.17 -.-
2.54 I -.- I 
2.96 -.-
2.38 -.-
2.36 I -.. - I 
2.45 I -.- I 
3.64 I -.- I 
2.91 I -.- I 
2..6.5 -.-
3.30 -.-
2.38 -.-
L9S -.-
2.os I -.- I 
2.53 I -.- I 
1.94 I -.- I
2.44 I -.- I 
2.S9 I -.- I 
2.91 I -.- I 
3.00 II 1.87 
2..80 II 1..64 
� � 2..80 2.05 
3.00 II 1.87 
3
2S 
� 320 1..64 
4.00 II Ul 
2.75 11 2.06 
3
2S 
II 1.50 
l.75 11 U6 
l.00
� 
2..80 
2.40 
2.40 11 L9S 
32S II 1.50 
3.2S II 1.50 
2..80 I� 
2.75 II 2.06 
2.60 II 1.82 
3.40 11 1.82 
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60. Actn,cly supports quality in the Umuy.
61. Alloc:au:s 1csou11:cs c�ly ID maintain the long-rmgc viabilily of the U,rny.
62. Consistently follows known proccdmcs.
63. Suppom moilty positions when api:aoptiatc.
64. Supports students' positions when appropriate.
The ICSpODSe ca�gories for this suncy are: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = DisagRc 
S = Strongly Agree 3 = Ncotla.l 1 = Stronr,y DisagRc 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NOOE: ONLY ca� 1-S me c:omidered in Mean and SD. (C\ WPSl\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.39.3; April 27, 1993] 
-.- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-.- I 3.16 I -.- I 3.00 II 231 
. I 2.6S I -.- I 2.80 II 1.64 
-.- I 2.47 I -.- I 3.50 II L73 
I 2.39 I -.- I 3.00 II 1.83 
I 2.92 I -.- I 2.75 11 150 
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FACUL1Y OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN OF THE COILEGE OF LETTERS, ARTS .AND SCTENCES 
39. Stmmlatcs imaginative and realistic plans for 1be futmc of 1be Collcgel'Sc:booL 3.49 3.48 3.66 I 3.43 I 2.6S II L48 
40. Jnspiics ooofidcncc in bisJhcr ability ID deal with problems. 3.93 4.06 4.QS 3.30 I 2.83 II 1M 
4L Focuses on basic and fundamental i&sucs. 3.61 3.83 4.QS l.37 ll11� 
42. Evidell0cs respect and trust in 1be faculty ID aercise good judgment. 4.24 4.17 4.32 35'9 3.02 I 13') 
43.. Supports a meaningful role for faculty in Umvc:a;it;y gowniancc. 4.13 4.()4 4.14 3.56 �,� 44. Maintains an "open door" a� for faculty opinion. 4.44 4.41 4.44 4.(15 3.67 I LOB 
45. Communicates in a clear and orpnizJ::d manner. 4.06 4.11 4IT 3.69 I 3.67 11 UJ) 
46. Actn,cly utilm::s faculty � for problem n:solution. 3.80 4.07 4.00 3.SS I 320 11 us 
47. Provide& advance notice of dump important ID momlc, �g. n:aiearch and public liCrvicc.. 3.67 3.94 4..00 3.3'Z 3.28 II 1.25 
48. When invi1l::d to do so, icpcscnts 1be ColJcFIScbool academic program effi:c:tively to 1be Board of 3.81 4..21 4.19 3.46 3.30 II l.Sl 
Trusll:c&. 
49. Projects a positive image of 1be l.Jnn,cxmy ID 1be public. I 4.11 I 4Z1 I 4.3S I 1.10 I 3.?J II UJ) 
.so. Deals cfrcc:tively with c:bairl and dc:ftii b.Uellls.. 4.32 4.16 4.06 3.3S 3.(8 
� 
SL Is able to obtain an equitable sbate of 1be �-wide: rc:sourocs. 3.77 3.41 3.41) 3.14 256 
52.. DcaJs fairly and impartially with faculty. 4.02 4.28 4.22 3.41 3.10 45 
S3. (mes positive, CODSIIuctivc criticism. I 3.9S I 4.02 I 4.14 I l.37 I 3.15 11 1.37 
54. Anticipates and dc:als with problems rather than having ID filcc them as aiscs.. I 3.43 I 3.83 I 3.� I 3.06 I 2.96 II 1.30 
ss. Bases decision5 on &1alcd l.Jnivemity goals and proccdurcs.. I 3.87 I 3.98 I 4.15 I 3.44 I 3.04 II 1.34 
56.. Makes timely dc:cisioas in acadc:mic lllllUl:Is. I 3.91 I 3.87 I 3.87 I 3.39 I 2.96 II UB 
S1. Properly dc:leg;atcs n:sponsi>ility and CIOIDIDCIISUiale authority. I 3.80 I 3.92 I 4.1B I 3.39 I 2.9S II 1.23 
.58. Rcwmds quality pcifmmancc. I 3.58 I 3.81 I 3.94 I 3.41 I 2.86 II L36 
The response categories for this mrw:y arc: 
10 = Cannot JudF 4 = Agree 2 = Disagn:e 
5 = Stronglr Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongty- Di&agrec 
NCJil!: ONLY catl:§1rics 1-S arc c:omidc:tal in M::an and SD. [C\ WPSl\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.393; April 1:7, 19'J3) Mmdl 19'J3 - Paa,: 12 
59. Demonstrates integrify' and honesty in dealing with othcts.
tiO. Actively supports a strong intellectual atmospieIC. 
61. Actively supports qualify' in the academic programs..
62. Alloc:ates rcsouroes cfl"cctMly 10 main.lain the long-range viability or academic programs..
6.1.. Com:im:nt:Iy follows mown proa:dures. 
64. Supports facul1¥ positions when appropriale.
6S. Suppor1s students' positions when appropriale. 
66. Actively encomap diVCISity in Slafling.
67. Actively encomap diVCISity in student rcc:ruitment.
'The response categories for this survey an= 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = Disagree 
S = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagree 
NCJIF.: ONLY ca11egories 1-S arc ooosidcffd in Mean and SD. [C\ WPS1\ADMINSUR\RESULTS3J3; April n, 1.91J.3J
4.44 
4.15 
4.30 
3.95 
4.06 
4.04 
4.CT7
-.-
-.-
4.44 4.50 3.li6 I ll31
�4.09 4.22 3.73 I 3.48 I 13) 
3.11 4.20 3.12 I 3.50 I
�3.64 lf,7 3.22 I 2HJ I 1.22 
4.02 4.19 326 2.90 
� 
4.06 us 3.49 3.30 
4.14 <l22 3.49 3.4.S 
-.- -.- -.- 3.50 I
�-.- -.- -.- 3.39 II us 
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FACUL'JY OPINION SURVEY OF 11lE DEAN OF 11lE Sa/OOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
IHi�m 
39. Stimulates imaginative and realim: plans for the futuic of the Collcgc/Sdlool
«>. Impircs ron6dcna: in hi$lher abilily to deal with problems.
4L 
42. 
43. 
44. 
4.S. 
46. 
47. 
48.. 
49. 
so. 
SL 
S2. 
S3. 
54. 
ss. 
S6. 
57. 
58. 
Focuses on basic and fundamental issues. 
Bridcnccs iespect and trust in the faculty to az:rcise good judgment. 
Supports a meaningful role for faculty in Unncrsity govcmancc. 
Maintainli an •open door" atmospben: for faculty opinion. 
Communicates in a clear and organized manner. 
.At:!Mly utilizes faculty apcrtise for problem n:solutioo. 
Provides advance notice of c:hanp important to morale, teaching. rcsean:h and public sc:rvicc. 
When invimt 10 do m, rcprcscnlS the Collcg.e/Sc:hool actdcmic program cffi:ctivcly 10 the Bomd of 
Trustees. 
Projc.cts a positive image of the � ID the public. 
Deals cffccti,vcly with chairs and dcp;utments.. 
ls able 10 obtain an c:quilable share of the Unncrsity-widc =
Deals fairly and impartially with faculty. 
Gncs positive, amstructi'l'C critic:ism. 
Anticipatcs and deals with problems ralhcr than having 10 face them as crises. 
Bases decisions on mtcd lJnivcnoity goals and nmrmo:res.. 
Mam timely decisions in academic matters. 
Properly dclcg;ates rc:sponsi>ilily and COIIIIDCDSIII3.b: authority. 
Rewards quali1¥ pcxfvtw 
"The response categories for this mnqr arc: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = DisagRc 
S = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly DisagRc 
NOTE: ONLY categories 1-S me� in Mean and SD. [C\WPS1\AD�\RESULTS.31J.3; Apil 27, 199'3) 
3.90 3.75 3.61 -.-
3.58 3.58 3.66 
3.84 3.'JIJ ll9 -.-
3.-;,) 3.S4 3.66 
4.00 3.'JIJ 3.81 
4.05 4.29 4.11 -.-
4JJ7 4.29 4.16 
3.72 3.39 ll9 -.-
3.92 3.87 3.87 -.-
4.23 4.36 4.19 -.-
4.17 4.42 4.QS I -.-
3.77 3.86 3.73 -.-
3.32 3.38 3.64 -.-
3.SS 3.64 3.6S -.-
3.69 3.67 3.77 -.-
3.76 3.63 3.69 -.-
3.82 3.86 4.00 -.-
3.80 3.83 ll9 -.-
3.88 3.61 4.00 -.-
3.SO 3.S4 3.78 -.-
4.00 o.&5 
4.04 Q.91
4.13 O.'lS 
4.26 Q.86 
4.13 am 
4.39 0..94 
4.m o.83 
4.26 0.75 
3.96 o.83 
4.33 Q.62 
4.39 0.72 
4I1 0.77 
3.6S 1.23 
4.17 o.83 
4.20 Q.�
4.00 0.73 
4.05 Q.'JIJ 
3.77 us 
3.91 o.87 
3..73 U6 
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59. Dcmonstratr:s intcgrey and honesty in dealing with othcxs. 
60. Actively supports a strong intcllcctual atmosphere.
6L Actively supports quality in the academic programs. 
62. ADocatr:s ffliOUICCS effectively to mainlain the long-range viability of academic programs. 
63. Comilb:utly fol]on known procedures. 
64. Supports faculty positions when appropriate. 
6S. Supports students' positions when ap14014iatc. 
66. Actively cnrouragcs dMISity in staffing. 
67. Actively cnrouragcs dMISity in student rccruitment. 
68. Moni1ms all pertinent certification and aa:mliting bodies. 
69. Provides leadership to the Center for the P:rcpa:ration of School Persoonel 
The response catcpies for this suney are: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = Disagrce 
S = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Stroogly Disagree 
NOIE: ONLY catcpies 1-S arc CXJmidcim in Mean and SD. (C\ WPS1\ADMINSUR\RE.5ULTS.3'J3; Ap:il 27, 19!13) 
3.78 
3.79 
4.24 
3.44 
3.71 
4.02 
4.00 
3..92 4.00 4.25 0.74 
4.25 4.� 4..04 Q.96 
4.118 4.11 4.22 OJI() 
3.f,1 357 3.86 Q.99 
3.74 4.()3 4.0S U4 
3.79 4.03 4.17 0..64 
3.90 3.8S 4.24. 056 
4.06 Q.94 
4.06 o.&S 
4..44 0.71 
4.26 0.6.5 
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' 
FACULIT OPINION SURVEY OF THE DEAN (or ASSISTANT DEAN) OF THE SQIOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS 
39. Stimulates imaginative and realistic plans for the future of the College/School
40. Inspires confidencc in hWhcr abilify' 1D deal with problems.
4L Focuses on basic and fundamental issues.
42. Evidences respect and trust in the facul1y 1D CICICise good judgment. 
43. Supports a meaningful role for facul1y in � go,.,cmancc.
44. Main.tams an "open door" a� for faculg- opinion.
45. 
46.. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
so. 
Communicates in a clear and organized manner. 
Actively utilm:s faculg- opertise for problem resolution. 
Provides advance notice of changes important 1D morale, teaching. rcsearcb. and public service. 
When invited to do so, rcplCSCllts the College/School academic program effcctivcly to the Boud of 
Trostces. 
Projects a positive image of the � to the public. 
Deals effectively with chairs and departments. 
SL Is able 1D obtain an equitable shuc of the �-wide n:soun:es. 
52. Deals fairly and impartially with facuhy.
53. GM:& positive, ooostructiYe criticism.
54. Anticipates and deals with problems rather than having 1D face them as crises..
ss. Bases decisions OD stated UnM:J:sify' goals and proa:dmcs. 
S6. Makes timely decisions in academic matteis..
57. Properly deleptes i:cspomi,ilify' and c:ommcnsw:atr: authorig-.
58. Rewards quality perfo:tmm.:e. 
The i:espoose categories for this mrw:y are: 
10 = Cannot Judge 4 = Agree 2 = DisagJce 
S = Strongly Agree 3 = Neutral 1 = Strongly Disagn:e 
NO'IE: ONLY catr:pies 1..5 me c:onsidercd in Mean and SD. [C\WPSl\ADMINSUR\RFSULTS.393; April 27, 19'J3) 
3.56 2.85 4.13 L13 
3.44 2.36 4.00 0.93 
3.56 2.86 4.38 0.74 
3.44 2.82 4.13 Q.84 
3.12 2.73 4.13 L13 
4.39 2.68 4.88 035 
2.50 1.91 4.25 1.04 
3.22 2.� 3.7.5 1.39 
2.89 2.S9 3.63 U9 
3.36 1..89 4.20 0..84 
3.56 2.73 4.43 0.98 
3.00 2.38 3.63 0.92 
3.00 3.0S 3.43 L13 
3.47 2.82 4.38 0.74 
3.71 2.6l 4.33 D.82 
3.33 253 4.13 Q.84 
3.38 3JlS 4.13 L13 
3.38 2.73 4.38 0.92 
3.47 2.68 3.00 1.31 
3.24 3JlS 3.29 L10 
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.. 
S9. Dcmonstrall::s intcgritr and honesty in dealing with othen.. 
60. Ac!M:ly supports a strong intcllcctDal atmospbeic. 
6L Actively supports qualily in the academic programs. 
62. Allocates n:soun:cs cfRctively to maintain the long-rang,: viabilif,y of academic programs. 
63. Consim::nt.ly follows blown procedures. 
64. Suppods faculty JJ()6itions when aP14opxiatc. 
65. Supports students' positions when appropriate. 
66.. Ac!Mly cnoomag,:s diYcx:sii;y in slaffing. 
67. Ac!Mly cnoomag,:s diYcx:sii;y in student i:ecruitment. 
'lbe RSpOD&C categories for this mney me: 
10 = Cannot Judg,: 4 = Agree 2 = Di&agJce 
S = Strongly Agrcc 3 = Ncuttal 1 = Stroogly Disagree 
I 
I 
NOOE: ONLY categories l..S arc CX>D&iclen:d in Mean and SD. [C\ WPSl\ADMINSUR\RESULTS.39.l; Api1 27, 191J3) 
-.- -.-
-.- -.-
-.- -.-
-.- I -.-
-.- -.-
-.- -.-
-.- -.-
-.- -.-
-.- I -.-
3.89 3.50 4.75 
� 
3.12 3.41 4.25 
3.78 2.91 3.88 
I 322 I 2.� I 3.88 II L13 
2.88 3.24 3.25 II 1.39 
3.59 3.36 U3 
� 
3.71 3.1.8 3.80 
-.- -.- 4.00 
I -.- I -.- I 3.80 II 0.84 
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